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Chamber job
market tight
Local board not
alone in job search
By AMY WILSON
available and some of the people
Staff Writer
we have talked to are unwilling•
to leave their current positions."
The line has been baited and
Buckingham said in addition to
tossed into the pool of applicants,
the Murray vacancy, several other
hut so far, there have only been
nibbles for the position of execu- communities such as Mayfield,
Frankfort and Madisonville are
tive director at the Murrayalso seeking chamber directors.
of
Calloway County Chamber
"We have attempted to negotiCommerce.
ate and offer the position," Buck"We have identified at least
ingham said. "The high quality
four qualified people, but we
people we are seeking are curhaven't been able to lure them
Buckingham,
rently employed."
Buddy
yet," said
As a result, Buckingham. said
chairman of the economic deveissues such as relocating and
lopment corporation.
money factors have been promiA search committee comprised
nent in the negotiations.
of representatives of the chamber
"We are committed to making
board of directors and the economic development corporation
sure we get someone who will do
has been looking for a chamber
the job the way the community
wants it done," Buckingham said.
director since Steve Zea resigned
"While we'd like for the person
last September._
`ZCa'hid- been bieditive direC: to be from the igión1t1s riot an
tor for 11 years.
absolute must."
Meanwhile, Joe Pat James is
"We have been seeking someone for quite a while," Buckingham said. "There are a lot of jobs • See Page 2

Schools weather
flu season storm
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

weeks ago, we were hit pretty
rough, but not enough for us to
cancel school."
Jackson said the flu normally
hits every year and causes one to
three weeks of fairly poor
attendance.
"This year, it has hit one grade
or one school at a time," he said.
"By the time one school gets over
it, it hits at another school."
Nancy Slinker, head teacher at

While reports of schools having to close across the state
because of the flu have continued, local schools have
remained in session.
Willie Jackson, assistant superintendent for Murray Independent
Schools, said attendance is being
taken daily at the city schools.
"The last few days, we have
had 94 percent attendance, which
is pretty good," he said. "A few • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times Photo

PATRIOTS IN ACTION: Murray Elementary School students Patrick Schmeckpepper, B.T. Gray and S.A.M. Schneiderman take center
stags during the production of "Lamplighters in American History" presented Wednesday at Westview Nursing Home.

Budget amendment still shy a vote
—

By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Frustrated Republicans predict that
President Clinton and Democrats
will be punished by the voters if
the Senate defeats the immensely
popular balanced budget
amendment.
Supporters said • Wednesday
they were still a solitary senator
shy of the 67 votes they need. All
but bargained out, Republicans
set a long-awaited showdown roll
call on the measure for today. Six
wavering Democrats seeking constitutional insulation for Social
Security from deficit-reduction
efforts said the GOP had not
offered enough.
"Most have already decided
how they're going to vote and I

"They are wanting really to loot
this Social Security
trust fund."
Harry Reid
(Democratic senator)

think we are going to come up
one short," Sen. Thad Cochran,
R-Miss., chairman of the Senate
Republican Conference, said
today on Fox TV.
One of those Democrats, Sen.
Byron Dorgan of North Dakota,
said today he still won't vote for
the amendment without protecA
tion for Social Security.

"The proponents of this constitutional amendment have said
in public 'we have no intention of
Let's see what
raiding the Social .Securily. trust
when we
happens
funds,' but in private they've said
get near the electo us, 'look, we can't balance the
budget unless we take these
tion and the AmeriSocial Security trust fund
can people are a
moneys," Dorgan said on NBC's
little agitated at
"Today" show.
"We've done all we can,"
Congress, as they
Senate Majority ,Leader Bob
should be."
Dole, R-Kan., conceded late
Wednesday, a month and a day
Bob Dole
after debate began.
(Republican senator)
After fruitless behind-thescenes efforts to gain the decisive
vote, Dole and his fellow GOP the brakes on federal spending.
leaders weren't quite conceding
"If this constitutional amenddefeat. But they, were already
ment fails, it's at his doorstep,"
apportioning blame for the failure
of the heart of GOP plans to slam • See Page 2

Richter, Rose
named finalists
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TOURNAMENT TALK: Murray State basketball coach Scott Edgar speaks to the media Wednesday
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Tom Richter and Andy Rose,
seniors at Calloway County High
School, are among 14,000 young
men and women named National
Merit Scholarship finalists in the
40th annual Merit Program of the
National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
' They now have the opportunity to
continue in the 1995 competition
for 6,700 Merit Scholarships.
Richter and Rose earned the
designation by their performance on
the Scholastic Assessment Test in
November. Their consideration for
a National Merit Scholarship will be
based on these test scores in addiTOM RICHTER ,
tion to an essay, extra-curricular
activities and recommendations.
the Student Council.
Merit Scholars will be chosen and
Rose is the son of Janice and Jack
will be eligible for over 1.800He is a member of the
Rose.
$2,000 one-time scholarships and
Calloway County High School
4,300 renewable scholarships.
Speech Team, Academic Team,
Richter is the son of Margaret and
Beta Club and works with the high
County
Calloway
At
Fred Richter.
High School, he has been a member school television station, WCSDof the Laker Band. Beta Club,
Academic Team and is president of • See Page 2
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
'- The - Welt Kentucky CorTfora-•
tion, headquartered at Murray
State University and directed by
Steve Zea, has been awarded a
$25,000 technical assistance
grant.
The grant comes from the Economic Development Administratin a division of the U.S.
Department of Commerce,
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, a
member of the House Commerce
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FROM PAGE 1.
percent of Americans support the
Committee, announced the grant
measure,
although the margin
ChairCommittee
Budget
Senate
this week.
drops dramatically when people
R-N.M.,
said
Domeniei,
man
Pete
-The West Kentucki CorPgraare asked about cuts that woutdtion applied for this grant to or Cjatton,'Who viagEd a-low-key be required in
specific spending
promote economic development campaign against the measure. - programs.
"It
will
be
they
who
decide
in the area, and I am happy to
"Let's see whit happens when
whether the American people get
announce that they have received
we
get near the election and the
Sen.
what they want," warned
it," Whitfield said. "This is exactAmerican people are a little agiRIdaho,
Larry
Craig,
referring
to
ly the kind of positive influence
Senate Democrats.
tated at Congress, as they should
that the government can have on
Even if the amendment fails, be," Dole said.
the economy."
the White House plans to keep
The amendment would require
The grant is earmarked to go
pressing Republicans to show elimination of the deficit, now
toward a $35,000 project to prewhat programs they would cut to running close to $200 billion
pare a marketing guide for the
balance the budget.
annually, by 2002. Lawmakers
company. The guide will be used
"Fun and game aside, they could suspend the requirement by
by 42 counties in western Kenhave to go to work producing a ... majority vote during wartime,
tucky for marketing approaches
budget," White House press sec- and by a three-fifths margin at
to encourage businesses to reloretary Mike McCurry said today. any other time.
cate to western Kentucky.
"They can choose to run off and
The amendment, however, left
"This project should result in
attack the president politically, for later the hard work of cutting
new jobs for the area," Whitfield
but that would miss the point." spending or raising taxes to
said. "This is exactly the kind of
Over heated Republican
balance the budget.
job creation program we need to
denials, Democrats responded
After the GOP election sweep
get going. Praise is due the West
that the GOP failure to build
last November, conventional wisKentucky Corporation and I wish
Social Security protections into dom was that the amendment
them luck in bringing new busithe amendment showed that they
would ease through Congress
ness into the area."
Zea was unavailable for 'wanted to use the program's huge after five Nled attempts since
surpluses to help eliminate
1982 and be sent to the states for
comment.
budget
gaps.
ratification.
Zea became the corporation's
"They are wanting really to
Voters have expressed growing
first executive director in Seploot this Social Security trust impatience with the government's
tember, leaving his 11-year posifund," charged Sen. Harry Reid, sea of red ink, which exceeds
tion as executive director of the
D-Nev. •
S4.8 trillion. Amendment supporMurray-Calloway County Chamters say the measure would be the
To maximize the political price
ber of Commerce.
for Democrats, Dole said if the dose of pressure needed to force
WKC was created by the 1992
amendment
lost, he would exer- lawmakers to finally address the
General Assembly as the regional
cise his right to force another deficit.
economic development organizaIt sailed through the House in
vote during the 1996 campaign
tion for the 42 western-most
counties of the Commonwealth.
season. Polls show more than 70 January by 300-132, comfortably
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Finalists...
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ANDY ROSE
28.
"The finalist designation is a
credit to not only the school system
and the board of education but to
those young men and their parents
as well. School officials are pleased
to see students recognized for
academic excellence," said CCHS
principal, Jerry Ainley. He added
that being named a finalist "certainly opens up some other doors
beyond this particular scholarship
consideration."

•Chamber..•
FROM PAGE 1
serving as interim chamber director on a part-time basis.
"We would like to find someone with experience in either
chamber activities or economic
development or both," Buckingham said. "We want someone
with high energy and management skills."
Although the search committee
has not placed a deadline for the
completion of the search, Buckingham acknowledged that the
committee had expected to have
the search completed by now.
"We didn't anticipate it would
take this long„" he said. "It takes
a while to work with candidates
because it often means they have

tO consider selling their home,
finding a job for their spouse and
examining the local schools."
Even though the position has
not been filled, Buckingham said
he is confident that Murray offers
an excellent opportunity for the
right person.
"We continue to have people
tell us that if they were going to
leave their position, they would
come to Murray," he said. "The
candidates view us as having a
great community and the university and lakes are both big
assets."
In addition to the vacant chamber position, there is also'a vacancy in the Murray Tourism
Commission.

PobtoyBaldwin charge
after hospital release
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
YOU'RE INVITED. .

Just minutes after 22-year-old
Bobby Baldwin was released
from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, he was arrested on a
1993 bench warrant charging him
with contempt of court, according
to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
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He was'lodged in the Calloway
County Jail, and has since posted
bond, according to jail officials.
Baldwin had been hospitalized
following a shooting incident at

LumberSt Build' I
- —z__=
----------r,
Prices Good thru March 7, 1995

Irvin Cobb Resort Sunday
evening.
Baldwin's girlfriend, Gina
Rooney, 26, of Houston, Texas,
is charged with attempted murder
in' connection with the domestic
shooting, which occurred on a
boat at the resort, located off Ky.
1346.
She is still in custody.
Baldwin
shot in the back
of ,the neck with a .38-caliber
handgun. The bullet exited the
front of his neck, traveled
through his left shoulder and
exited his arm.
Rooney will appear in Calloway District Court March 7 for a
preliminary hearing.
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Anne Adams, who has been 60 to 90 days prior to that date.
"That seems like a good breakexecutive director of the Murray
ing point because the focus is on
Tourism Commission for 6%2
Freedom Fest how," he said. "We
years, resigned in February.
are seeirtng someone who- is
Judy Gargus is serving as
knowledgeable about tourism and
interim director.
the community and can work in
"We haven't formally started
the search," said Scott Seiber, concert with the chamber director
and staff.
Murray Tourism Commission
"We are looking for a tot of
board chairman.
the
same qualities that Anne
Seiber said since Gargus' conAdams brought to the table,"
tract expires Aug. 1, he anticiSeiber said.
pates. the search will take place
p.

II Schools...
FROM PAGE 1
Murray Christian Academy, said
that her students have battled a
vlOcty .of illnesses_ ranging_tcorn
- the flu to strep throat.
"About two or three weeks
ago, we had a third of our kindergarteners out," she said. "When
you have 15 total students in that
grade, that means a lot are gone."
Currently the school is averaging about 95 percent for
attendance.
"We've had a few students out,
but it is getting better," Slinker
said.
Libby Conley, assistant principal at Eastwood Christian
Academy, said her students seem
to be over the flu.
"We had 12 to 13 out a day at
one point and for our size, that's
pretty. big," she said. "I think the
flu is hitting other areas in the
state now."
The fluctuations in the temperature have played a significant

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three people were injured in
an early-morning accident Thursday at the intersection of Olive
and Eighth Streets.
According to police reports,
Tracey Butler, 23, of Benton, was
Shell
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northbound on Eight Street when
she apparently failed to stop at
the stop sign at Olive Street.
The Butler vehicle hit the passenger side of a vehicle traveling
east on Olive and driven by Julie
Kerlick, 23, of Murray.
An initial police investigation
indicates Butler fell asleep while
driving.
Butler, Kerlick and a passenger
in the Kertick- vehicle, Chris Ker.
lick, 42, of Murray, were all
transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment of
injuries.
According to a hospital
spokesman, Butler was treated
and released, but both Kerlicks
were admitted and were listed in
stable condition Thursday
morning.

Jacquelyn D, Watson, CPA

$24.00

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
-4;
759-1390
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Onlyf • Other Locations: Benton & Lake City

Nix said Calloway students
have battled pink eye and chicken
pox, in addition to the head and
chest flu.
"Typically, when you get into
March, the flu season is over,'7 he
said. "It is kind of dragging on
right now. When you have students sick, you also have adults
sick and you have to worry about
finding substitutes."

300 Minutes

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
- Your Home lnueitment Company, Since 1884=
Monday•Friday 730-8; Saturday 8-4

role in booting the rate of absenteeism, said Jim Nix, Calloway
County assistant superintent.
"The attendance right now is
about-9N-3.-percent and it- is -normally 96 percent," he said. "We
are monitoring it right now, but it
has to get down to about,85 to 86
percent before we would think
about closing the schools."
Nix said that the flu season
typically hits in mid-January.
"It has hit us hard this year
because of the change in the
weather," Nix said. "It has been
cold, then warm and -then cold

Three injured
in morning crash

Unmatched Economy,
Free Delivery and Set-lip
Limited 5 Year Warranty Single 4' wide door
8 x 8
8 x 12
96 sq.
64 sq. ft.

above the two-thirds margin constitutional amendments require
for approval.
-Bilt-'41-• ran aground in the
Senate, where a solitary Republican — Mark Hatfield of Oregon
— joined most Democrats in
opposition.
Foes said the plan would either
be ignored by lawmakers, eroding
respect in the Constitution, or
force harsh cuts in federal .programs. And it would handcuff
policy-makers during recessions,
when the government usually
runs deficits because it is paying
more in unemployment benefits
and collecting fewer taxes.
The debate's biggest fireworks
occurred Tuesday night when
Dole, short a vote, postponed a
promised vote on final passage.
He kept the Senate in recess virtually all day Wednesday as he
and his lieutenants rummaged for
the final vote, but he finally
decided it was time for the chamber to move on to other business.
Senate passage would have
forced return of the amendment
to the House because early Tuesday, sponsors added language
barring judges from enforcing it
by imposing tax increases or
spending cuts. That change won
support from two Democrats who
had been undecided, Sens. Sam
Nunn, D-Ga., and John Breaux,
D-La., but still left advocates a
hair short.
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This year marks the 10th anniversary of the establishment of the
Kentucky Foundation for Women.
All over the state an array of
performances and exhibitions celebrates the year-long event.
In Murray, festivities kick off on
March 3 in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at Murray State University,
with an exhibition of feminist art by
KFW grant recipients.
An opening reception begins at 7
p.m. in the gallery, on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The highlight of the evening will be a performance of "A
Dance is like a Quilt," by Elder
Dance Express of Louisville.

Paul Thompson, instructor of. world premier of a work for flute
flute at Murray State University, and string bass written by Dr. John
will present a program of contem- ' Steffa, Murray State associate proporary music in the Farrell Recital fessor of theory and composition.
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Also included will be works based
Building on the MSU campus on on hymn tunes of various cultures
Sunday, March 5, at 3:30 p.m. by Kentucky native Robert FruehFeatured on the program will be a wald.

Festival auditions planned
Auditions will be held for the
seventh annual West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival on March 6
and 7 at 7 p.m. at the Playhouse in
the Park. The directors will be
looking for 37 actors, including
males ranging in age from about9 to
60 and females ranging in age from
about 8 to senior citizens.
Besides the three fully produced
plays for the festival, the directors
will also be casting for the six staged
readings to be presented during the
festival.
"The West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival is unique in the fact that it is
a good place for people- who have
never acted before to become acquainted with the stage,as well as an
opportunity for veteran actors to
said Corlsiancer
haYC,.an.
Alexander, WKP artistic director.
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mance by the Ars Femina Ensemble
at Farrell Recital Hall on March 8 at
8 p.m. This acclaimed chamber
music group has attracted a national
following through its pioneering
work on women composers before
1800. - Based in Louisville, Ass
Femina is Latin for"An of women."
On March 9 at 7 p.m. in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, visiting artist
Karen Spears will give a talk about
her painting and drawing. A reception for the artist precedes her talk.
On March 22 at 7:30 p.m., a
staged reading of "Pinstripe Suite"
will be performed by Roy Davis in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Written

"We also need many volunteers for
thefestival, including people to run
props, build sets, stage manage,run
box office, etc. We welcome newcomers."
The audition process is relatively
simple. Upon arrival, auditioners
will be given script segments and
asked to read for a variety of parts.
From these readings, the participants are selected to appear in the
plays. Those cast in parts will be
notified as soon as possible.
Dates for the festival are April
21-23 and April 28-30.
"We hope you will want to be
involved in some way, and would
appreciate your help," Alexander
said.
For additional information call
be _Playhouse at 502-7594711- _

Dr. Pamela Wurgler, soprano,
will present an an song recital at 8
p.m. Tuesday, March 7, in Farrell
Recital Hall on the campus of
Murray State University. Featured
will be works of Marcello, Gluck,
Wolf, Poulenc, Dello Joio, and
others.
"The recit4 presents an songs
from the 1600s to the present that
are unified by the theme of love,"
said Wurgler. "The variety of texts
and musical settings explore the
various aspect of love; bliss, pain,
sorrow, and devotion."
Wurgler joined the Murray State
faculty last fall as an assistant
professor of music education and
voice. She is also the coordinator of
graduate and undergraduate studies
in music education. Wurgler holds
degrees from Baylor University, the
University of Cincinnati's CollegeConservatory of Music and Ohio
State University. Wurgler has sung.
with opera companies in Dallas, Ft.
Worth, and Corpus Christi, as well
as in Graz, Austria, and Freiburg,
Germany.
Prior to joining the Murray State
faculty, she sang with Cantari, a
professional choral ensemble in
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The Murray/Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.. Business
Council for the Arts is currently
compiling a directory of local visual
and performing artists.
The BCA Arts Resource Guide
will be circulated to local businesses, organizations, and schools in
order to promote the works of local
artists and arts organizations.
To be listed in the BCA Arts
Resource Guide, please contact the
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
Or stop by the Chamber office

CPA

ration

CABINETS
WOODWORKING
,

Following the reading, there will be
a reception for the poet at the MSU
Faculty Club.
The mission of the Kentucky
Foundation for Women is to support
Kentucky women who tise the arts
for social change -- specifically for
equality for all women regardless of
class, age, sexual preference, or
color. All events related to the 10
year celebration are free and open to
the public. For additional information, contact the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at -502-762-3052.
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Due to rising interest rates our financial source as of March 15th, 1995 will no longer
e able to provide us with 36 months interest FREE terms. However,starting Wednesa March 1st at 9:00 a.m. until Wednesda March 15th at 6:00 .m. we will a ain
nd •ossibl for the final time offer 3 years FREE Financing.
You Can Even Save More Because Of Our Special Sale Prices
Due To Our Soon To Be Expansion Program!
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Yes It's True -3 Years Free Financing
Purchase $500
And Pay Only
DR. PAMELA WURGLER
Columbus,Ohio. She came to MSU
with 16 years of college teaching
experience from Heidelberg College in Tiffin, Ohio.
Accompanying Wurgler will be
Marie Taylor, professor of piano
and head of the keyboard area at
Murray State.
The faculty recital will take place
at 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 7, in
Farrell Recital Hall on the second
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The concert is free and open
to the public.

BCA compiling artist guide

Issenger

by Murray writer and playwright
Constance Alexander, "Pinstripe
Suite" has been performed in Murray, Louisville and Massachusetts,
and is slated for an off-Broadway
opening in New York this spring.
Alexander received a grant film
Kentucky Foundation for Women
to support thc development of the
performance piece.
Another KF\V'grant recipient,
Michelle Boisscau, presents a
poetry reading of her work on
March 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the gallery.

-Steel Frame Package
That Adds Quality & Value
-Lower Energy Cost
-Fire 6 Termite Resistant
For more information contact:

Assisting Thompson will be
Fruehwald on piano and flute, and
Thomas Harte on string bass. Hartc
is studying at the Juilliard School of
Music in New York City, will assist
Thompson in the program.
The recital is free and open to the
public.

Wurgler will present recital
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This unusual dance company is
comprised totally of elder women.
"A Dance is Like a Quilt" is a piece
that uses the quilt as a metaphor for
life.
The six women twirl colorful
fabric as they waltz, transform the
fabric into costumes for African
dance, then shorten skirts for a
popular dance to music by Yer
Girlfriend. Performances are noted
for their high-spirited originality.
The group is co-directed by
Louisvillian Chris Doerflinger, a
recipient of a Kentucky Foundation
for Women grant.
Other events in honor of 10 years
of the foundation include a perfor-

Thompson performance set
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"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE''

located on U.S. 641 north for the
BCA Arts Resource Guide Information Form.
There is a $5 annual listing fee.
The Information Form and listing
fee deadline is March 17, 1995.
BCA Arts Resource Guide information forms may also be obtained
from any member of BCA. The Business Council for the Arts
is made up of people from the
business community and arts organizations, as well as individual
artists.

Will Build
To Your
SpecOcations!

•Kitehen Cabinets
00111ce Furniture &
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
.
•Solld Surface Coralter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th St. (Next to Lassiter Pimpled • Murray
imemmien
d
SOU'l
mimmi.
A DIVISION
ta imai
WALL
1.19. tN INCYSTt.

$

Purchase $

1,000

Purchase

$2,000

Purchase $31500
And Pay Only

And Pay Only

And Pay Only

13.89 per month $27.78 per month $55.56 per month $97.22 per month
Entire Stock at These Incredible Terms
"Living Room Suites
"Bedroom Suites
"Dinettes
"Dining Rooms
"Desks
"Curio Cabinets
"Lamps

Choose From These Famous Name Brands:
•Benchcraft
•Stratolounger
"American Drew
"Armstrong
"England
"Athens

"Queen Anne Chairs
-Swivel Rockers
"Cedar Chests
"Boxsprings & Mattress
"Recliners
"Coffee & End Tables
"All Lamps & Accessories

-Ashley
"Beechbrook
"Universal
"Action
•Vaughn/Bassett
-Florida

"Lea
"Sena
"Lehigh
"Franklin
•O'Henry
"Sidex

Mondayaiday taeriturday 9:001:00
--YES!! FREE DELIVERY-•Extra Sales Personnel! .Extra Delivery help! .Extra Office Staff! .Extra Credit Officers!
EVERY ITEM IN STOCK
WILL BE TAGGED WITH A
SALE PRICE TAG

THE DIFFERENCE IN OUR NO INTEREST SALE IS YOU STILL
GET LOW PRICES PLUS THE BONUS OF 3 YEARS TO PAY!

Folk I W:ST SELECTION El ER OF

0%
INTEREST

A1.111 sl.R1

Due to new merchandise amving
daily. darifore and warehome
ARE BULGIN !

IMF ‘‘11.1\F RO1sPRINGs & MATTRESS SETS

Best Prices In The Area, Guaranteed. Check With Us Before You Buy!
Just A Short Drive From Where You Are.

AY
& MATTRESS

302 North Moin • Keno 527-2400 • Benton, KY

Hours:9 - 6 Daily • Saturday 9 - 5
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FROM OUR READERS
A well-deserved 'thank you'
Dear Editor:
We so often neglect to express gratitude for "a job well done." Sunday
night, February 5, 1995, we had the unpleasant experience of an
electrical fire in the fuse box at our home. According to the fireman, the
box was within a few minutes of exploding.
The Murray Fire Department responded to our 911 call with a "flash,"
and through their prompt and efficient service, we were spared what
could have been a serious situation.
THANK YOU, Murray Fire Department and the City of Murray for
skilled, trained firefighters with quality equipment and quality service.
It is a great comfort to know you are there for those who need your
services.
Rebecca Dublin Landolt
203 North 12th St. Murray, Ky. 42071

KET needs private support

1

Dear Editor:
KET programming is made possible through a unique partnership of
funding from federal, state, and private sources. Approximately onehalf of KETs programming and production budget comes from private
contributions.
Just once a year KET interrupts programming to ask viewers to
provide the vital private support necessary to help sustain audience
favorites such as Sesame Street, Barney, The MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour, Kentucky Afield, Nova and specials like Baseball and The Civil
War.
The uncertainty of federal support makes private giving more
important than ever.
Whether you support KET for its non-violent, commercial-free
children's programs, its award-winning science and nature shows, its
outstanding drama and documentaries, or its wonderful Kentucky
programs, become a Friend of KET.
Call 1-800-866-0366 during TeleFund and pledge your support. Now
more than ever. . . you make it happen to KET!
1.aura-1..118 North 14th Si, Murray, Ky. 42071

Caught in the crossfire
The letters "T-V-A" ivhich
appear above the signs at Land
Between the Lakes never seem to
mean much.
Around here, it is LBL we
think of. It is LBL we drive
through, boat across, ride horses
on, hike around and sink a bait
into.
It is at LBL that we go to
watch eagles, have a picnic, hold
reunions or visit cemeteries.
But we're going to have to
start paying attention to the other
acronym that we've heard all our
lives and that is definitely a part
of LBL's name.
This week, Tennessee Valley
Authority Chairman Craven
Crowell is fighting for the $140.5
million of federally appropriated
funds for its "nonpower
activities."
LBL is a nonpower activity
and is marked to receive $6.5
million of that $140.5 million
hunk.
TVA is under a congressional
microscope right now and Wisconsin Rep. Scott Klug wants to
sell TVA.
He claims the agency's
multibillion-dollar debt is a federal subsidy because it benefited
from early federal loans. He says
TVA's $26.5 billion debt is being
carried by the government.
That debt is largely the result
of an aggressive, and probably ill
planned, nuclear power program.

ment) owes a duty and a debt to
the people of this area. Over 30
years ago, folks were moved off
their land and promises were
made.

'Gina Hancock
Ledger 84, Times managing editor
TVA supporters say the debt is als, maintenance of federal dams
not the burden of the federal and lands, river navigation and
shore management along the Tengovernment.
nessee River and economic
"Our debt is our debt, it is the
govno
ent.
is
There
developril
debt.
'
ratepayers
Crowell testified Tuesday
ernment debt," TVA spokesman
before the House Appropriations
John Moulton told the Associated
subcommittee which oversees
Press.
Of that $26.5 billion debt, $3.2 TVA.
I'm sure Crowell put on extra
billion is held by the Federal
Financing Bank which will not deodorant for this session. You
allow TVA to expedite repay- see, one of the co-sponsors of
Klug's bill to sell TVA is Rep.
ment. The rest has been conBob Livingston, R-La., chair of
verted to lower-interest bonds
sold to the public. The bonds are the House Appropriations
taxable and TVA proceeds are Committee.
The argument that Crowell
backed by power sales.
wants to make is that TVA's nonTVA's $5.4 billion power syspower programs are an example
tem coveres a seven -state region
and 8 million people. Since 1959, of how government can operate
more efficently. He claims groups
it has been self-financing.
like LBL are doing the combined
What does this all mean?
There are two TVAs. There is _work of the Park Service, the
the power side which does not Commerce Department and the
Army Corps of Engineers.
receive any federal funds. Then
TVA
r"
"nonpowe
Holes can be poked into the
there is the
efficency claim, but there are a
which does.
couple of facts that stand unchalCaught in the crossfire are
LBL, the Enivornmental lenged in this area.
TVA (a.k.a. the federal governResearch Center in Muscle Sho-

TVA (a.k.a the federal government) has also made another
commitment — to the wildlife
and resources that have fallen
under its care. This includes the
re-establishment of a bald eagle
nesting population at LBL.
Sentimental argument, many in
Washington will say. There is
anger here, not sentimentality.
There is only the truth.
A new, improved focus needs
to be developed through the partnership of area residents and
businesses. A more efficent operation is welcome.
But let's not be silent about the
government area of responsiblity
in this matter, as well as our own.
LBL must be managed /and
resources have to be protected.
It's time promises made are kept.

,
14
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Work with us.
Sen. Wendell Ford has come
out in support of TVA. Let's
hope that he is joined by all the
politicans, or rather — Gentlemen from Kentucky — in this
matter.
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If they will not gladly join
him, we will gladly give them a
push or shove to take the floor.
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'Scouts celebrate anniversary
Dear Editor:
Being a young person in today's world must be very difficult. Issues
such as diminished contact with caring adults, overcrowded classrooms,
poverty, drug abuse,and violence confront our children on all levels. In
light of these barriers, girls need an environment that will enable them to
develop the skills and talents necessary for success in modern society.
Girl Scouting has been providing just this environment for over eight
decades. Through membership in the Girl Scouts, girls are encouraged
1.ol'a'ach their potential, attain selfesteem,and break the barriers that may
restrain them. In Girl Scouting, girls from all races, religions and
backgrounds have the opportunity to see female role models, explore
subjects and careers traditionally reserved for men, and address topics
such as body image, self-doubt and changing family structures in an
' open, sensitive environment
Our children are the future of this country,and indeed, the world. We
must address the issues that affect all of them in order to provide a
healthy environment for their development We must also pay particular
auention to the needs of our girls. Today's girls will be tomorrow's
teachers, doctors, mothers, and leaders. We cannot afford to let their
skills and talents remain untapped. I urge you to join the Girl Scouts in
celebrating their 83rd birthday on March 12 by recognizing the current
achievements and nurturing the future potentials of girls everywhere.
Conny Ottway
Volunteer Communications Manager, Girl Scouts
Rt. 5, Box 544, Murray, Ky. 42071

Courtyard Garden is complete

•

Dear Editor
It has been almost three years since the completion of the Courtyard
Garden at Murray State's Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Many of you
have expressed personally your enjoyment of this contemplative garden,
taken it
as well as your concern for its upkeep. Some of you have even
raking
upon yourselves to spend time performing such tasks as weeding,
gestures.
such
by
humbled
am
I
butts.
cigarette
the gravel and picking up
Of course, having done some of these tasks myself,lam aware that there
we immediate intrinsic rewards.
The velvet mosses brought from LBL in the depth of winter at once
a
roducedthe desired scenic effect of emerald forested foothills beneath
down
sweeping
winds
drying
However,
.
landscape
rocky mountain
to
through the Fine Arts' canyon and robins building nests conspired
wonderful
potentially
this
of
quality
the
dislodge and this degrade
ground cover to a level below that of arsthetic acceptability. Grounds
sprinkling
director Wayne Harper last year applied for funds to install a
funds
bone,
the
to
cut
budgets
with
alas,
but
moss,
the
rescue
to
system
were not available.
decided
Since then, Wayne Harper and I have conferred, and we have
garden's
the
with
keeping
in
that the best long-term,low budget response
(under
aesthetic was to replace the moss with low-spreading junipers and
cypress.
carpet
Siberian
the crabapple tree) shade-tolerant evergreen
I think
The junipers were planted recently, and the gravel replenished.
you will agree that already the garden looks much better. Yes,the broken
a
cypress rail at the front of the viewing pavilion will be replaced—with
supporting strut.
Fortanately, the Old Fine Arts fire did only minor damage to the
garden, which the replacement of ground covers will remedy. The
, and
"bones" of the garden--the rocks--have been weathering gracefully
and
patience
of
virtues
the
of
reminder
a
as
serve
They
eons.
will last for
be
may
garden
Japanese
a
"taking the longOiew" (thus the lifespan of
more.)
or
500 to 1,000 years
If any of you would like more information on the garden's design.
construction, or history, I will be happy to provide it A 25-minute
to
videotape, "Creating a Courtyard Garden," which I produced
available.
also
is
on,
document the garden's constructi
David SLawson
Ky. 42020
Almo,
Route 1, Box 24-E,
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Democrats still don't get it
It seemed like old times for
Democrats last week. Vice President Al Gore was in Florida promising the AFL-CIO convention
President Clinton would bar government agencies from doing business with companies that replace
striking workers,and the new chairman of the NAACP was spouting
the same old cliches that stereotype
blacks as hopeless, hapless victims
of white racism who cannot make it
without affirmative action and other
quotas designed exclusively for
them.
Newly elected NAACP chairman
Myrlie Evers-Williams vowed to be
"very vocal on issues that deal with
welfare reform" -- meaning don't
cut the dole. And also with issues
dealing "with the real attitudes and
attempts to roll•back many of the
gains that we have made over the
years. . . particularly affirmative
action" -- meaning the continued
hiring of people based not on the
content of their character and
ability,but on the color of their skin.
These are echoes of a soon-tobe-buried philosophy. Politicians,
including some Democrats, realize
that while the Voting Rights Act,
open housing laws and school desegregation produced equal opportunity, affirmative action produces
unequal opportunity, dependency
and increased tension between
races. Politicians are getting this
message: It's no longer political
suicide to stand against affirmative
action and to campaign for colorblindness.
Even Charles Even, brother of

CAL'S THOUGIITS

Car Thomas
Syndicated coliumnist
Evers-Williams' late husband Modgar Evers, is a Republican.
It was from the lips of the
president of South Africa, Nelson
Mandela, that some profound truth
recently came. Addressing the
second session of the Democratic
Parliament in Cape Town on Feb.
17, Mandela sent a message to
people who thought his election
meant government was open for
handouts. Mandela said, "The government has extremely limited resources to address the many and
urgent needs of our people. We are
very keen that this real situation
should be communicated to the
people as a whole. All of us,
espeeialIff the leadership ofpolitical.
organizations and civil society,

must rid ourselves of the wrong
notion that the government has a big
bag full of money. The government
does not have such riches."
Mandela wasn't through. While
he spoke favorably of affirmative
action for those who had suffered
the sting of apartheid, he said only
those who exhibited "collective responsibility and accountability"
would benefit. Then, in a statement
that would get him branded a rightwing reactionary in this country,
Mandela added:"It is important that
we rid ourselves of the culture of
entitlement which leads to the expectation that the government must
promptly deliver whatever it is that
we demand, and results in some
people refusing to meettheir obliga-

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541_ (Washington)
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tions. . ."
The past is the NAACP and its
total allegiance to the Democratic
Party, which has dispensed welfare
checks and affirmative action in
exchange fix the organization delivering a huge bloc of black votes to
the party. And the future is hardworking blacks such as Oklahoma
Rep. J.C. Watts, Rep. Gary Franks
of Connecticut and Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas. Growing
numbers like them have made it
without the "assistance" of the
NAACP and quotas. By their lives
and words, this new generation of
blacks is saying that nothing takes
the place of persistence.
The desperation of those who are
about to lose power was expressed
recently by Rep. Charles Rangel of
New York, who equated opposition
to affirmative action to Hitler's
policy of exterminating Jews. (He
did subsequently apologize for this
remark.)
Perhaps Ran gel, the NAACP and
similar organizations dislike anyone
who declares independence from
government because it means people will no longer be dependent on
them. Some civil rights "professionals" may have to find productive work -- an unwelcome prospect
for people who have earned big
bucks by playing a lifelong and
divisive game of racial politics.
I i

Nelson Mandela has it right. He
should return to America and give
that parliamentary speech to Congress and the American people.
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Warning exercise planned

CONTRACT BRIDGE
The reason,for tilts is that South
will have to make a discard on the
ace, and whatever he chooses topsNORTH
•Q 8 2
card, it won't alter the fact that he
will still have to lose a diamond and
V A 104
•K 53
a spade and go down one.
J 103
But if South ducks the king of
-EAST— hearts -and. ruff, instead,
--WEST
+7543
position to bring home the slam.
46 A J 109
V .1 8 7 5
This is because he can postpone unV K Q 96 32
•
•10 6
til a mOrepropitious time his choice
•_ QJ 7 2
of what to discard on the ace of
+4
hearts.
SOUTH
Let's see how this works, and
•K 6
why. Declarer ruffs the heart,cashes
V—
• A 98 4
the ace of clubs, and then leads the
six of spades.
4 A K 98 7 5 2
Whatcan West do? Ifhe plays the
The biddingnine,dunumy squeen winsand South
South West
North East
Pass
sheds the king of spades on the ace
1
1 46
3 40
of hearts, later losing only a dia6 4b
Opening lead
king of hearts. ' mond trick.
And if West goes up with the ace
The bidding by the opponents
often provides declarer with a key to instead, his play is equally fruitless.
the_best method of play. Take this Dummy's ace of hearts and.queen of
case where declarer reaches six clubs spades furnish South with two diaas shown and West leads the king of mond discards,and the only trick he
loses is a spade.
hearts. How should Soutbs
szed?
e
- "As always, South shoul
cide
The key play, as so often hapupoh his intended course of action pens, occurs at trick one. South debefore playingto the first trick. This cides that West, having made an
is especially true in the presentcase, overcall,is very likely to have the ace
where if declarer plays the ace of of spades..All declarer then does is
hearts from dummy at trick one — take advantage of the knowledge
which seems a natural thing to do — acquired from the bidding, afid proceed accordingly.
fie goes down.
.
South dedier4
Both sides vulnerable.
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HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY. MARCH 3. 199.5
(Foryour personalized dail)' Jeane Dison horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone, company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY-BIRTHDAY! IN. THE more realistic about people and you
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: will eventually attain your goals.
Timely, carefully-crafted conununi- The search for perfection involves
cations will play a key role in your hard work and constant study. Night
personal and professional success. school is an excellent Option for
The ability to speak a Cecond Ian- those eager to learn new skills.
guage is a big boon with overseas
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Trayclients. Take a class, or at least el is fun but costly now. Although
study a phrase book. If single. Sum- You May not like what a friend says,
mer could bring a very special realize that it could be the truth.
romance. A change of lifestyle next Give ,a moody business' or romantic
November [mans greater financial partner plenty-of space later today.
and emotional security. Hosting a
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
festive family reunion will get 1996 heavy workload could leave you
off to a great start!
with an energy crisis of your own.
CELEBRITIES BORN .ON Your efforts to get better organized
THIS DATE: heptathlon athlete should include delegating more
Jackie Joyner-Kersee. football play- authority. Advice is available for the
er Herschel Walker. fashion design- asking. ,Get together with - old
er Perry Ellis, actress Jean Harlow.
friends.
. ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
very busy day lies ahead. Try not to 21): Spending time with people who
tackle too many things at one time. share your goals will boost your
Romance blossoms when you turn spirits. Get a promise of support in
to someone who has your best inter- writing to prevent a misunderstandests at heart. Admit your,vulnerabil- ing later on. Group activities bring
speeial joy tonight: Entertain at
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A how.
tender message will. perk up your
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22Aari.
spirits. Stick to tried-and-true meth- 19): Without your even realizing it,
ods at work.- A secret wish moves long-buried resentments could be
longtime friend. Take part in group
activities tonight:
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
prominent person proves surprisingly cooperative. Stick to routine tasks
early in the day. A stroke of good
luck will give cause for celebration
this afternoon.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Changes in your ideas and plans
may surprise even you. Settle outstanding financial obligations, even
if you must give away something
you would rather keep.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Work is
, unusually challenging now. Take
---things-o-ne at a bine. Be Open-minded regarding a young person's proposals. but do not surrender your.
principles.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be

t

Seek counseling if you need help.
dealing with the past. Good news
arrives from clients or friends at a°
distance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Once you get better organized. your
productivity will astound you! A
sudden attraction to an old friend
merits careful thought.'Companionship is no substitute for true love.
Continue to search for your heart's
desire.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Imaginative ideas, sensibly
restrained by financial consideratiOns, will produce gratifying
improvements-to,your home. Talking shop co-Uld-6e productive tonight
if kept within a reasonable time
frame. Romance will leave many
singles starry-eyed.
_
TODAY'S CHILDREN are creative, sentimental -and somewhat oldfashioned. They loathe strife and unpleasantness, and will do their best to
ignore life's harsher realities. In a crisis, however, they will surprise everyone by rising to the occasion with real grace. Tenacious and tactful, these
Pisces steadily climb the ladder at their place of employment. A job"in marketing or public relations would suit them to a tee.
•••••."C'h\t•
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public' safety department.
Weather -alert sirens at Murray
Murray State will be notified by
State University will be activated
sometime during the week of March radio through the Kentucky State
6-10 as pan of a statewide test in Police when to test the sirens loobservance of severe weather cated at three sites on campus -—-Lovett -Auditorium, Springer Hall
awareness week.Murray State will join other law and Woods Hall.
"This is a good time for everyone
enforcement agencies across Kentucky in the annual exercise to to review procedures in case of a
remind people of the increased storm, not only in our academic
likelihood of severe weather during setting, but at home as well," Green
the spring season, according to Joe said. "Please remember,this is only
Green, associate director of MSU's a test."

Naas—
For good measure, Hal Houston, M.D., checks Amy Ponders height on turnof-the-century equipment Dr. Houston _gave the Murray State University
freshman a quick tour through medical history, Thursday, while visiting
MSU's Wrather West Kentucky Museum. The museum features a medical
exhibit which houses everythkig from antique surgery instruments to oldfashioned eye glasses. Ponder,a public relations majorfrom Perryville, Mo.,
enjoyed Houston's history lesson (a combination of fact and folly). The
Interesting exhibit has Instruments, books, equipment and photos contributed by doctors from the Jackson Purchase area of Kentucky. Donations
and loans have come from the following medical doctors and dentists: Hal
Houston, James C. Hart, George Oakley, Dan Miller, Castle Parker, the late
A.D. Wallace, the late A.H.Titsworth,and Russell Rudd. Visitors may tour the
exhibit Monday through Friday (8:30-4:15) and Saturday (10-2).

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

appearing in the calendar. The
calendar can be picked up at the
Commerce Center at 805 N. 12th St.
If you would like to list an event
in the May-June calendar of events,
please contact Kathy Tibbous at the
Murray Tourism Commission at
759-2199. The deadline for the next
issue is April 19.

Paducah * Flemin8 Furniture * Benton

UPS

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Tourism calendar available
The Murray Tourism Commission's March-April Calendar of
Events is now available to the public
at no charge.
Items in the calendar include
-public comu-pio it, upynmunity events. Events such as
theater productions, annual events
and exhibits are examples of what is

Money

•••

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

*3 Years
"FREE"
Not 2.2% But-0.0%
Interest For Up To 36 Months"FREW

"Storewide Savings"
Up To

50%

BroyhIll

Count Up The Savings:

ca
(',alkiTys

1.Sthrewide Discounts of Up To *50% Off'
,Direct Factory Incentives On Inventory Cost and Advertising.
2
ap Up To 3 Years Interest Free (Call Your Financial Adviser and
aPs Determine The Interest Charges For 1 year,2 years,3 years.)
WE HAVE THE QUALITY AND THE DEAL FOR YOU!

Olde iryme
Meat Shoppe

Here's How It Works:Purchase Over $499 - 1 Year Free Interest
Purchase Over $999 - 2 Years Free Interest

$1,499 and Above

3 Years Interest Free!

USDA Choice

Trimmed Brisket

2.79

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Ilionia.si die

Marinated Boneless

Chicken Breast
*11111nImum Purchases of $499 Offer
Does Not Apply To Prevtous Purchases
**Comparable prices for similar
merchandise These reference prices
aro provided se a guide to the range of
Wang pesos In the markets across the
country A they may change Th.
reference prloe le not our ylreeent of
future seen. price.
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc.

_PaducaULy .305 111am * lentszacy
527:3481 * 1-800-599-6224
442-4455 * 1-890-788-6224
— OPEN DAILY 9 to I * FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 8

. 451 ti..161.11 &reel*

1111177a
i•'''
,01

* Paducaf, * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah • Fleming Fumit ure * Bent on
Hours 9-6 M-F. 9-5 Sat
Dixieland Center • Chestnut • 753 MEAT
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MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N 12th St • 759-9622
reSOIUtiOnSOlution4- 1510 Chestnut St •753-4295

Introducing Heartland Tool & Die
We area new facility in the West Ky.area offering you 25 years
experience in the tooling trade.
Our capacity include Molds, Plastic, and Die Cast, Jigs, and
Fixtures, Metal Stamp Dies,Special Machinery Requirements,
Precision Machinery Production, Machinery Repair and Welding. See Andre Szemeredy or Robert D. Smith, owners.

HEARTLAND TOOL B DIE
403A Memory Lane • Murray • Phone/Fax 753-3531

Wanted - BINGO Players
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$1,000 Letter

H Jackpot!!!

• 14 Games - $100 Each

$500 Jackpot Each Week
• Letter "H" -

30 Numbers or Less Pays $1,000!

(Consolation Pri2e - $100)
• Special Games - Double Bingo pays 66%, 75%, and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

e..413--Ntme
\o\Deriancy
•
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RESTAURANT n)
NOW OPEN FOR SEASON
MARCH 2 Al' 5--P.BLThursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Featuring:
Steaks. Pasta & Chicken
Buffet.
Seafood
"New" Lower Price Menu Items
Casual Atmosphere
502-388-7722
In Suwanee on Hwy. 62-641
5 min. west of Factory Outlet Mall
6 min. east of Ky. Darn

Casual Dining

Ws Out of
this World...
0009"
1.PIP
SOO

By Bea Graves
Public Library Director
June is coming and the wedding
planning season is starting to really
pick up!
We occasionally get asked for
"the words" to the wedding ceremony. The couple usually indicate
that they want to do something a
little different.
Well: here's what they've been
waiting for. It's Weddingsfrom the
Heart by Daphne Rose Kingma.
The subtitle is "contemporary and traditional ceremonies for an unforgettable wedding." I couldn't
have said it better myself. Highly
recommended.
00
•

P.D. James is one of today's
foremost writers of modem English
mysteries (as opposed to mysteries
set in Victorian England.)
In Original Sin, her poetdetective Commander Adam Dalgliesh and his team investigate the
murder of the "brilliant but ruthless"
new general manager of a venerable
London publishing house.
Gerard Etienne (the victim) was
working hard to restore the company's greatness and had stepped on
a lot of toes in doing so. It seems
like a straightforward murder until
Dalgliesh realizes that the murderer
'
is prepared to strike again.
OriginalSin is a tight psychological thriller that will keep you up
reading long past the time when you

should have gone to bed. Does it get
any bener than that?
Highly recommended, there's a
waiting list for it_
•••

Ofcourse,if you prefer Victorian
mysteries, you won't find any better
than Anne Perry's newest, Traitor's
Gate.
Someone in the Colonial Office is
passing information to the Germans
about England's African strategy.
The traitor has to be one of only half
a dozen men. But it's rather a sticky
business you know, since the suspects are all highly respected public
servants.
Police Superintendent Thomas
Pitt is looking into the situation and
at the same time quietly investigating the death of his childhood
mentor, Sir Arthur Desmond. The
coroner's inquest ruled that Sir
Arthur died of an accidental overdose oflaudanum. Pitt doesn't think
so. He suspects it's murder and
thinks that it's tied in with the leak in
the Colonial Office and with a
shadowy organization called the
"Inner Circle."
Then the body of a murdered
aristrocratic society beauty is found
floating in the Thames near Traitor's Gate and the plot really thickens. It's hard to beat Victorian
England for urbane villains and
well-mannered scoundrels.
You don't want to miss this one!

SERVICE NOTES
CAPT. ROBERT D. PERRIN
JR. has been named company
grade officer of the year for' the
712th Air Refueling Squadron at
Robins Air Force Base, Warner
Robins, Ga.
Selection was based on the
individual's exemplaiy duty performance, job knowledge, leadership qualities, significant selfimproverbent and other
accomplishments.
Perrin, a KC-135R instructor
navigator in, the 712th, was a
winner of a quarterly award for
-theiKriod-of-July-try-Septernber.
He was sited for exceptional
performance in a triple capacity
as operations officer, staff planner and acting detachment commander for a 35-man counterdrug operation at Howard Air
Base, Panama, from June to
August.
The captain worked tirelessly
to preserve a stellar record of
operational reliability for three
aircraft, had operational responsibility for 17 sorties, 48.6 hours of
flying and off-load of over
869,000 pounds of fuel.
Perrin led two 15-man forward,
deployments to Bolivia in conjunction with the Drug Enforcement Agency, host nation ground
forces and other U.S. Air Force
assets.
He planned all missions and
flew six sorties off-loading more
than 420,000 pounds of fuel with
100 percent mission effectiveness. The effort resulted in the
arrest of over 300 narcotic

VFW Auxiliary plans event Friday
An "All-You-Can-Eat" Chili Supper will be Friday, March 3,
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. Featured will be
chili, all-you-can-eat, for $3 per person. Drinks, dessert, and chili
dogs will be sold at an additional cost. This will be sponsored by
Ladies Auxiliary #6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars, Murray. The
public is invited.

Yard sale and cookie booth Saturday
Junior Girl Scout Troop 820 from East Calloway Elementary
School will have a yard sale and cookie booth sale on Saturday.
March 4, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. This will be at Ottway Signes, 511
North Fourth St., across from Jr. Food Mart.

Oaks Club plans Couples Bridge
Oaks Couples Bridge will be played at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, March 4, at 7:30 p.m. Members wanting to play may call
Lola and Joe Pat James at 753-8537.

California Connection plans event
California Connection will have a winter party with a Mardi Gras
theme on Saturday, March 4, at 6 p.m. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank, Chestnut and North 12th Streets.
Dinner and appetizers will he potluck. For more information call
Mary Thomson at 436-5022.

East Council election planned
East Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Election Committee is now accepting nominations for two parent
council members. If you or someone you know, who has a child
currently enrolled at East Elementary, would like to be nominated
for these positions, please contact one of the following Election
Committee members: Connie Ottway, 436-2902, Cheryl Hicks,
436-5619, or Patsy Whitesell, 753-9972. The election will be held
during the March 7th PTO meeting at East School at 6 p.m.

Seminary planned by PSI
)
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International (PSI)
will present a mini-seminar, "Improving Performance by Improving
Communication," on Tuesday, March 7, in the Community Room
of North Branch of Peoples Bank. Jerry W. Mayes, director of
Comsuit Associates, will direct the mini-seminar. A social hour
will be from. 6 to 6:30 p.m. and the seminar will be from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. The cost will be $20. Awarded will be .2 CEU hours and
CPS re-certification credit. Ddeadline for registration is Friday,
March 3,,For information call Cathy Thompson at 762-4434 or Terri Mardis at 753-4926.'

Baseball signup dates announced
Capt. Robert D. Perrin Jr..
traffickers.
While deployed to Bolivia,
Perrin assisted the 19th's Operational Readiness Inspection preparation by assuming responsibility for a MC-130 refueling near
Chile. His expert handling of the
mission saved the wing over 20
hours of flying time and $7000
in operations and maintenance
funds while allowing the wing to
keep its resources close to home.
Perrin was awarded the Air
Medal in September, crowning
his previously awarded Aerial
Achievement and Humanitarian
Service—Medals with devices.
A 1984 graduate of Murray
High School, he is a 1989 graduate of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, Prescott, Ariz. He is
the son of Robert D. and Norma
J. Perrin of Murray.

Youth Baseball Association has scheduled dates for signup for
the summer leagues. This will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday,
March 4; 3 to 6 p.m. Monday and Wednesday, March 6 and 8. A
$10 late fee per player will be charged after signup on March 8.

Women's Awareness Day Saturday
Women's Awareness Day will be Saturday, March 4, from -8...39
a.m. to 3 p.m. at United Methodist Campus Fellowship, 1315 Payne
St., Murray. Speakers will include "Self-Defense for Women!" by
Tr5oper Chuck Robertson; "Financial Health" by Betty. Boston;
"Drug Awareness" by Sheriff Stan Scott; "Not just feeling goodSelf-esteem in the 90s!" by the Rev. Sandra Leatherwood. This is
being sponsored by Episcopal Campus Fellowship, United Methodist Campus Fellowship and One By One Singles Ministry. Workshops are free. Childcare will be provided for children, 7 and
under, at a nominal fee, but children must be pre-registered.

Eastwood plans Book Fair
Eastwood Christian Academy will have its first ReadStreet Book
Fair Friday, March 3, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday, March 4,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. A wide variety of books with the best
publishers, authors, and titles available in children's books today
will be available. The book fair will be in the school gymnasium.
The public is invited. For information call 753-7744.

Glaucoma seminar on Saturday
A seminar on "Glaucoma: Diagnosis & Treatment" will be Saturday, March 4, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. in the Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Randal Hughes, ophthalmologist, will talk about the diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma and
why it is important to detect it early. A question and answer period
will follow. Preregistration is required by calling the Health Promotions Office at 762-1384 by Thursday, March 2.

•••,-
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and into your home.
Discover the value of Satellite Entertainment.
Most forms of home entertairrnent promise extraordinary television but at a
cost that sends your bills into orbrt. Satellite programming, however, gives you
entertainment beyond the extraordinary,while keeping your, budget down to earth.
Its one of the most cost-effective. ways to boldly go where-kir fiumani-darelo -go

ASK ABOUT
THE FULL-VIEW SYSTEM

The one that dishes up
everything.

I.

BLUEGRAST

GC1-800-859-9768
CABLE & SATELLI

615 S. 12th Street Suite IMurray, KY 42071

HOME
6jorti)fits
SALE
Single Papasan Chair w/pad
Double Papasan Chair w/pad
Swivel Rocker w/pad
Papasan Stool w/pad
Solid Pillows & Pads
All Rugs & Doormats
White Dinnerware
Pillar Candles

Grain meeting on Monday

$89.99.
$200.00
$120.00
$40.00

20%
20%
20%
20%

Off
Off
Off
Off

11111111 WOKS
.
The Place To Discover
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky.

- • •-•
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A Grain Production meeting will be Monday, March 6, at 6:30
p.m. at Weaks Community Center Auditorium. Speakers will be Dr.
Lloyd Murdock, UK Soils Specialist, Dr. Jim Herbek, UK Grains
Specialist, and Dr. Steve Riggins, UK Grain Marketing Specialist.
Ted Howard, county farm extension agents, urges tall Calloway
County farmers to attend.

YMCA plans volleyball event
Murray Family YMCA will hold its first 6 on 6 co-ed volleyball
tournament. The "Volleyball 100" will be Sunday, March 12, in the
Can Health Building, Murray State University. The registration fee
will be $70 per team. Prizes will be awarded for first and second
place teams. Contact the YMCA for registration forms and additional information.

Hair V-

oxy
ack•
e
A Full Service Salon at an
Affordable Price

Look for our opening specials
soon to come!
Walk-ins will always be welcome'
Located next to Wal Mart
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'Discoveries in Prophecy'
continues at local church
"Discoveries in Prophet:'
seminar will continue with intertionalpeaker ?stark Finley of
_
—It Is Written" by satellite at
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church auditorium, South 15th
and Sycamore Streets.
The showings will start at 7:15
p.m. Topics will be "Why Our
Streets Have Become Unsafe" for

IK

Fnday, March 3; "A 6000 Year
Od Remedy for Tension" lo,
,
Saturday. Varc.1.4...-The_Grealpt,
Cover-Up in History" for Sunda'
March 5.
Free study guides will be pri,
vided. "There will be plenty
free parking space as the lot h•
been covered with white gravel,
a church member said.

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
*Free consultation and review of prescriptions.
*We work with your doctor and save you money by
using generic drugs when possible.
•We have computerized records for inaurance and
taxes.
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HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

The Jacks in 1945

nary
rday,
, 511

753-146'.;

The Jacks in 1995

Couple is celebrating 50th anniversary today

JEWELERS

Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd P. Jacks of 1406 North Fourth St., Murray, are today. March 2, celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary. No formal
reception is planned.
The couple was married March 2, 1945, at the Bowman Avenue Baptist Church, Vicksburg, Miss. Mrs. Jacks is the former Cleo Fay Steen.
Dr. Jacks is a retiredamember of the Murray State University faculty. A scholarship fund has been established at MSU in the Jacks' honor.
The Jacks have two children and three grandchildren. Their daughter, Donna Rea, her husband, Dr. Jerry Ingram, and son, Caleb, reside in
West Monroe, La. Their son, Patrick Lloyd Jacks, his wife, Sue, and children, Christopher Lloyd and Melissa Fay, live in Jackson, Term.
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Thursday, March 1
Divorce Recov•ry Support
Group/7-8:30 p.m./Westside Baptist
Church. Info/753-5584.
Western Kentucky Parents of Twins
Club/7. p.m./Northside Church of
Christ, Mayfield. Info/1-502-362-0157.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meetirig/7 p.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Curriculum Committee of Site-base
Council/3 p.m./Room 101/Calloway
County High School.
Discipline Committee of Site-base
Council/6 p.m./cafeteria of Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsal/7
p.m./club house.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.•
—"---Oreater Hopi Mptist Church—events include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include R.C.I.A./7 p.m./Gleason Hall;
Knights of Columbus meeting/7:30
p.m./KC Hall.
First United Methodist Church events
include One by One Singles/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Prayer Room open/7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.;
Mothers' Day Out/3 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 80b North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-J345, or
Richard, -759-9994.
Murray TOPS /469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Friendship/7:30 p.m./Farm
Bureau Building, Paris, Tenn. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Fourth District High School Girls
Basketball tournament/Murray and
Calloway/7 p.m./Calloway County High
School.
Murray State University Racers play
Middle Tennessee/6 p.m./OVC
Basketball Tournament/Municipal
Auditorium, Nashville.
Murray State University Jazz Band
ConcerV8 p m./Curris Center ballroom.
Fre and open to public.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am.-4:30 p.th. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, HI. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Friday, March 3
ReadStreet Book Fair/9 a.m.-5
p.m./Eastwood Christian Academy.
Public invited. Info/753-7744.
VFW Auxiliary fund-raising chili
supper/5-7 p.m./North Branch of Peoples Bank.
"To Kill a Mockingbird"/8
p.m/Playhouse in the Park,
Info/759-1752.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.; Bridge Club/1
p.m.
VITA free income tax service to students, sonic* citizens, loir income
taxpayers/n000-4 p.m./Business Building, Room 353, Murray State. Info/
762-4193.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Include Stations of the Cross/7 p.m.;
MSU movies/7 p.m./Newman House.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Fourth District High School Boys
Basketball Tournament/Murray and
Marshall/7 p.m./Calloway County High
School,
Country Dance/Hardin Community
Csiriler/7:30 p.m.

•••

Friday, March 3
Bingo, sponsored. by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.

Friday, March 3
Main Street Youth Center/205 14orlh
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mery Griffin Thiater/7:30 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
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Scots!
MARCH 12

One Carat*
"Princess
Cluster

$399Rei.

$699
One Carat* One Month Only
One LOU'Price!
Designer Fashion
Cluster

Tr -Color
Rose Ring

Your Choice

S9r1

Ref. $189
Channel Set
Anniversary Band
114 Carat* 112 Caiat .11V-Ar-

199,399

Ref. $399 Ref. $799 Two Row Anniver8a•-4
112 Carat*
One Carat*
Wave Anniversary

of Murray

Ref.
$999

Just In Time For
Spring Break

"Sophia"
Bridal Trio

Brillian
Round Solitaire

Swimsuits By: Hobie

Pierre Cardin

One
Carat

"Young Love"
Diamond Ring

Via Marina
Ref. $229

Mainstream
Shapes

114 Carat*
Lightning
Bolt Cluster

112 Carat*
Gents
KY Cluster

Surfside
Ref. $299
114 Carat*
Cluster with 16 Diamonds!

$99
Ref. $189
IIK Gold
Tazmanian ne, t1
Charm

Your Choice
18'.' Solid Gold
Herringbone
or Rope
Chain
Ref. $250

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Special introductory Prices!
14K Gold Dale
Earnhardt
Charm ""
Het

•

New
Wide
Width!

Friday Night, Saturday and Sunday
All Sleepwear 20% Off • All Hosiery 20% Off
Take- -An Extra 25% Off Winter Coats & Winter Handbags
Hours: Monday-Thursday 9:30 to 5:30
Friday 9:30 to 8:30 • Saturday 930-5:00 & Sunday 1-5

JEWELERS
I IluOration. culargell
ill %how detail

Chostnut Hills

Shoppmq C.
753-7695
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111 LONDON (AP) — Doctors kept
boxer Gerald McClellan heavily
sedated for the fourth day in a row
after a battering in a title fight left him
ia critical condition with a brain injury.
McClellan, 27, of Freeport, III., had a
Wog _clgt whined_ fr.qm his brain atler_
his loss to Nigel Benn Saturday.
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I• _BASKETBALL: Fourth District tournament, Caftway Calloway girls vs. Murray — 7 p.m
-
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Kentucky clinches SEC championship
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — With
its 37th Southeastern Conference
championship in hand, fifth-ranked Kentucky has three more
goals it hopes to achieve in the
next month.
Coach Rick Pitino ticked them
off Wednesday night following a
07-74 rout of Georgia — "a No.
1 seed in the NCAA tournament
and to reach the Final Four and
then win the national title."
The Wildcats are on a roll,
winning four in a row and eigtit
of their last nine. They snapped

Georgia's three-game winning
streak by handing the Bulldogs
their worst loss at home in 18
years when •Auburn won 95-71 in
1977, the season before Hugh
Durham took over as coach.
"We have taken a big step by
winning three straight tough road
games," Pitino said. "I think if
we beat "LSU, we have a great
chance of being a No. 1 seed."
The Wildcats end their regular
season at home against LSU on
Saturday.
Tony Delk's 16 points led a
balanced Kentucky attack that
saw five other players scored 10

KENTUCKY 97, GEORGIA 74
KENTUCKY (21-4)
Rhodes 54 5-7 15, McCarty 3-7 3-6 10. Riddick
6-7 2-4 14. Deli 7-14 1-3. IS Sheppard 3-(i 4-5 10.
Harrison 0-0 0-0 0, Eduardo 0-0 0-0 0. WAN 2-5
6-7 11. Epps 3-4 0-05, Pricker 44 0-0 II. Padgett
0-2 0-0 0, Pope 2-4 0-0 5 Totals 35-66 21-31 97
GEORGIA (174)
Strong 5-13 11-15 21, Anderson 3-14 2-9 9, Claxton 2-5 4-6 S. Robnson 1-40-I 2. Dams 4-10 4-5 13,
Nilson 0-0 0-0 0. Jonas 2-4 0-0 4. Camngton 440-0
9. Bail 4-4 0-0
Totals 25-62 21-36 74
Halftlm•—Kentucky 40, Georgia 26. 3-Point
goale—Kentudiy 6-15(Epps 2-2. McCany 1-2, Walter 1-2. Pope 1-2, Deer 1-4, Sheppard 0-31 Georgia
3-14 (Anderson 1-3. Carrington 1-4, Dans 1-5. Strong
0-1, Robrnson 0-1) Fouled cut—None Rebounds—
Kinbdry 37 (Walker 71. Georgia 47 (Strong 9)
Asasts—Kentucky 19 (Deli 5), Georgia 19(Dam 6)
Total toulo—Kentudiy 2$. Georgia .23 A-10.523

or more points.
The Wildcat defense stifled
Georgia most of the night, shut-

ting down Carlos Strong in the
first half when Kentucky took
command 40-26.
Strong, scoreless in the first
half when he sat out 10 minutes
with two touls, led Georgia with
21 points. ••••
"It's another one of our game
plans," Delk said of the defense
designed to stop Strong.
"Sometimes it confuses us, so
we know it confused them,"
Dclk said.
Strong said he didn't know if
the 23-point loss hurt Georgia's
chances of securing a NCAA bid.
"I just know it hurts inside,"

Strong said. "We didn't play
well. We're a better team than we
showed.out there tonight."
Leading 24-18, Kentucky went
on a 9-0 run in which Delk
scored seven to build a 15-point
lead that virtually settled the
issued with 4:23 left in the half.
Georgia never got closer than
11 the rest of the way.
"It feels great to win a conference championship, but I'd rather
have a great team," Pitino said
after his team lifted its record to
21-4, 13-2 in the conference.
Georgia fell to 17-8, 8-7.
"This may be a Final Four

year for them," Georgia coach
Hugh Durham said. "It just got
out of hand. We got it to 11 and
Kentucky took it the other way."
Kentucky's victory, coupled
with Auburn's 76-69 upset of No.
14 Mississippi State, clinched the
first SEC title for the Wildcats
since 1986.
Kentucky's 1988 team won the
SEC title but had it taken away a
year later as part of NCAA probation. Pitino's 1991 team had the
best record in the SEC but the
same probation made Kentucky
ineligible for the league title.

1995 OVC TOURNAMENT

1995 Player of the Year
MARCUS
BROWN
Gine
Avg.
Reb.
Stl.
FT.
FG
3Pt.

26
220
50
63
89 5%
50
35

All OVC Team
NASHVILLE, Tenn (AP) — Members of
me 1994-1995 All Ohio Valley Conference
teens as picked by league coaches and
spoils information directors
All-OVC First Team
G—Marcus Brown, Murray State
F—Bubba Wells, Austin Peay
G--Tim Horton, Tennessee State
F—Tyrone Board*, Morehead State
1—Monty Wilson, Tennessee State
All•OVC Second Team
G—Arlando Johnson, E. Kentucky
GIF—Vincent Rainey, Murray State
C--Lorenzo Coleman, Tennessee Tech
G—DeWayne Powell, Tennessee-Martin
1—Michael Han. Tenribssee-Martin
Ali-OVC Honorabki Mention

I

G—Mark Kinnard, Morehead State
C—Jermall Morgan. SE Missoun St
G—Tim Gather, Middle Tennessee
Gif —Johnnie Williams, Morehead St
0—William Moore, Murray State
G—Chns Turner, Tennessee Tech
Ali-Newcomer Team
F—Michael Hart, fennessee-Martin
G—Mark Itynnaird, Morehead Stale
F--Zaivin Moms, Tennessee State
C—David Washington, Middle Tenn
C—Curtis Fincher, Eastern Kentucky
G=Chns Turner, Tennessee Tech
F—Greg Anderson, Murray State
I --Jerome Days, SE Missouri State

Brown, a 6-foot-3 guard from
West Memphis, Ark., led the
league in scoring with 22 points a
game and was second in steals
(2.4) and free throw percentage
(89.5).
He led a Murray State scam
that lost seven seniors from last
By STEVE PARKER
year's team.to an 18-8 record and
Sports Editor
a share of the regular-season title.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Scott
"I'm just worried about
Edgar was among the many Ohio
advancing (in the tournament),"
Valley Conferenec coaches who
Brown said after the Racers'
spent Wednesday's prehour-long practice session in
tournament press eopfejejice., Munjap4.---A-ull4tPr4t1411
—
going on and on about how
now, we're peaking and playing
"balanced" and "wide open" this
the best we have all season."
year's event is.
Murray State, which is the No.
"I think it's going to be a great
2 seed, comes into the tournatournament," the Racer coach
ment as the league's hottest team.
said from Municipal Auditorium. After dropping two-straight on
"It's going to be as wide open as
the road at Eastern Kentucky and
any I've been to in four years.
Morehead State, the Racers have
All teams have been up and
won five games in a row.
down, and when we've been
"That slump was good for us,"
down, we've been beatable by
senior William Moore said of the
anyone."
"Death Valley" skid. "We came
However, one thing Edgar and
back home, worked hard and
the Racers have that other OVC
regrouped."
teams don't is the conference's
"We might still be playing that
During Wednesday's one-hour
best player.
boring basketball," Edgar said
practice at Municipal AuditorRacer junior Marcus Brown
recently. "I told the (coaching)
ium,
(above) Murray State
was named the 1994-95 OVC
staff that if we'd won (at Death
senior William Moore, center,
Player of the Year Wednesday
Valley) we'd- still be playing my
tries to keep younger teamnight, completing his wire-toturn, your turn and not playing
mates Marcus Brown (5) and
wire campaign after being named
together.
Vincent Rainey loose, while
the pre-season player of the year
"So, getting beat was a bless(right) head coach Scott Edgar
in October.
ing in disguise."
keeps a watchful eye on a full"The only thing being named
Murray dropped to fifth place
drill.
court
the pre-season player of the year
and Edgarl took the blame, saying
did was put a target on me,"
he was too conservative. He said
Brown said before learning of his
he was becoming a predictable
selection, which was announced
"book coach."
at Wednesday night's OVC
awards dinner.
STEVE PARKER leage• p^otos
• See Page 9

No. 2-seed MSU
gets third chance
at Blue Raiders

Racer
Workout

OVC Tournament
Aferch 2-4
Municipal Auditorium
Nashville, Tenn.
(All Times Central)
P.

Thursday, March 2
Tennessee Tech vs. Austin Peay, 4 pm.
Murray State vs. Middle Tennessee,6 p m.
Morehead State vs Eastern Kentucky, 8
Difl
Friday, March 3
Tennessee Stale vs Tennessee Tech Austin Peay winner, 7 p.m.
Murray Slate-Middle Tennessee winner vs.
,Morehead State-Eastern•Kentucky winner, 9
:
Saturday, March 4
Finals, 830 p.m. (ESPN)

Racers running
into Nashville;
bookieft home-

UCLA 1st qualifier
for NCAA tourney

'Replacement Era' now underway

The Associated Press
It was appropriate No. 1 was first.
The top-ranked UCLA Bruins became the first of 29 teams to
receive an automatic berth in the NCAA tournament with yet
another convincing victory, 85-66 over Southern Cal on Wednesday night.
Since the Pac-10 doesn't have a postseason tournament, its
regular-season champion gets the bid, and that's UCLA (22-2, 14-2
Pac-10), which swept second-place Arizona to win all ties.
This was UCLA's first game as No. 1 this season.
"Our first goal was to win the Pac-10, and we've accomplished
that," Bruins coach Jim Harrick said. "Everybody's working, hoping to help (the seniors) reach their goal in the tournament."
Freshman Toby Bailey was the hero in the Bruins' 10th straight
victory that gave them their first sweep of Southern Cal since
1988-89. He had a career-high 24 points and grabbed nine rebounds
asUCLA pulled away in the second half.
"Toby Bailey gave us a shot in the arm," Harrick said. "All
year long, someone has stepped up and helped us."
The loss was the 12th straight for the Trojans (7-19, 2-14), four
shy of the school mark set in 1976-77.
Southern Cal led 39-38 at halftime on SO percent shooting. Bailey had a steal and two baskets in a 12-2 run to start the second
half, and be had eightbf UCLA's 19 points in a nut that gave the
Smuts a 69-51 lead with 7:39 to play.

By ROB GLOSTER
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Baseball's Replacement Era began,
appropriately enough, with a
strike.
With only about 350 fans in
the stands at gametime, including
a couple with paper bags over
their heads, the California Angels
opened the 1995 exhibition season Wednesday night with an allreplacement team against Arizona
State.
The Angels scored seven runs
in the third and won 13-5. Most
of their 11 hits were solid line
drives to the outfield, and backup
catcher Joel Smith hit a 350-foot
homer in the seventh.
California made two errors,
and there were a couple of other
misplays that were scored as
infield hits. But the Angels generally were solid in the field, and
there were few plays worthy of a
blooper reel.
It was the first game involving-

Peguero, lb; Tim Cunningham,
dh; Tyrone Boykin, If; Kevin
Davis, ss; Doug Davis, c; Lance
Robbins, 3b, and Peck. '
When California opened its
guer who had planned to retire
exhibition season last year
until the Angels signed hint' to a
against the Colorado Rockies, the
replacement contract, put the first lineup was: Chad Curtis, cf; Jim
pitch down the middle for a. Edmonds, If; Tim Salmon,
rf; Bo
strike. He pitched two scoreless Jackson, dh; J.T. Snow, lb;
Daminnings against Arizona State, a
ion E.asley, 3b; Torcy Lovullo,
five-time national champion.
2b; Chris Turner, c; Gary DiSarThere was scattered applause
cina, ss, and Mark Langston, p.
when the Angels took the field.
Each member of this year's
The biggest cheer of the night lineup has the
chance to make
came when a fan made a nice $115,000 this season
as a
catch of a foul ball.'
replacement player.
About 1,3(X) fans were in the
"It's obviously different
stands by the third inning. The
because it's not the major-league
Angels said 2,102 tickets were
players, but it's who we have to
sold to the charity game. About
work with right now," Angels
-2,2()0 tickets were sold for last
manager Marcel Lachemann said
year's exhibition between the
of his replacement players.
Angels and Arizona State, which
"They've
made a commitment to
California won 13-1.
The Angels' lineup looked like something that's very difficult to
do. From that standpoint you
this: Dcmond Smith, cf; Joseph
Urso, 2b: Greg Shockcy, rf; Jose •See Page 9

350 attend opener
players wearing major league
uniforms since the strike began
Aug. 12.
"This is good baseball. It's a
great game," said fan Mark Werner, who came to the. game with a
bag over his head and left with a
greater appreciation for the
replacement players. "Every one
of the GMs is loving this tonight.
This is their showcase, and it's
no joke."
One of those general managers
was Sandy Alderson of the Oakland Athletics, who watched the
game from the stands.
"I came out because I haven't
seen any competitive baseball in
quite a while," Alderson said.
"leks a beautiful night. This is
what baseball's supposed to be
about."
Steve Peck, a career minor lea-
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Cards look forward
to Walker's return

Sports Briefs

MSU BASEBALL

Thoroughbreds fall to Kentucky 7-5:'

11rtr•

9
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MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

The Murray State Thoroughbreds fell to 3-5 on the season
Wednesday with a 7-5 loss at Kentucky.
The Wildcats jumped out to a 7-0 lead as they scored
three runs in the first inning, one in both the second and
third innings and two in the fourth. Murray scored three in
the fifth and two in the eighth for their runs.
Kentucky out-hit Murray 8-7. ,

PRO FOOTBALL

Simms to sign on with Cleveland
CLEVELAND (AP) - Phil Simms, an analyst for ESPN
last season after the New York Giants cut him in a salarycap move, reportedly will sign today with the Cleveland
Browns.
ESPN reported a source close to the Browns said Simms,
39, would join the team as a backup to quarterback Vinny
Testaverde. Art Modell, Browns owner and president, confirmed Simms will meet' with team officials today.

PRO BASKETBALL

LOUISVILLE, -Kr. -(AP)
Louisville is hoping that Samaki
Walker's return to the starting
lineup can provide the struggling
Cardinals a needed boost into the
NCAA tournament.
= Walker has missed four games
with a stress fracture in his right
foot, and the Cardinals (15-12,
6-5 Metro) have lost every one.
They entertain Virginia Commonwealth (16-12, 3-8) tonight.
Walker, who averages 14.7
points and 7.2 rebounds, believes
he can help the Cardinals. But he
doesn't know how much.
"I don't have a cape and, by
far, I'm not any super human,"

said the 6-foot-9 freshman-eenter.
But I know I can contribute and
hopefully put the puzzle
together."
Louisville won six of its seven
previous games before Walker
went to the. sidelines.
-We'll have more depth, more
size, more help on defense and
more rebounding," sophomore
guard Alvin Sims said of Walker's return.
Sims will probably see his
playing time diminish with Walker's return. He had started at
guard and junior Brian Kiser
started at forward, and one is.,
expected to go back to a reserve
role.

American Made - American Owned

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • 753-1111 • Owners

Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd

Bar BO ROs Pond Rased Carkso Files
Fried Cr.00n Foot B. Seas Ba
Dessert 8at hdudes Dv*

s6,95

•OVC Tournament...
FROM PAGE 8

Blazers fan denies Maxwell's allegations

"I left the book at home. I'll
send it ,to the other- guys. The
people back home asked if I
would keep running, and I said
yes. You don't win the Kentucky
Derby by jogging," Edgar said.
Seventh-seeded Middle Tennessee (12-14) will get the first
shot at slowing down the Racers
when the two teams hook up
tonight at 6 p.m.
Murray State won both regular
season meetings against the Blue.
Raiders by almost identical
scores, 89-74 in Murfreesboro
and 87-74 in Racer Arena.
"The final scores have been 13
or 14 points, but they've both

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - The fan punched in the face
by Houston's Vernon Maxwell denied allegations that racial
comments and derogatory remarks about the player's stillborn
daughter precipitated the attack.
Steve George, in his first trip to Portland since the Feb. 6
attack during a game between the Rockets and Trail Blazers,
said he didn't even know Maxwell had a daughter who had
been stillborn. Maxwell has been reinstated by the NBA after
a 10-game suspension and $20,000 fine.

Warriors' Seikaly out for season
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - The Golden State Warriors said
center 'Rony Seikaly needs surgery on his right ankle and
will probably miss the rest of the season. Seikaly, acquired
from Miami in November, averaged 12.1 points and 7.4
rebounds in 36 games for the Warriors.

been tough wins," Edgar said.
"When we play Middle Tennessee it's always a tough game.
They're playing well right now
and I don't anticipate a blowout.
None of the first round games
will be lopsided."
Middle is led by senior guard

mu

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q
?stnut St.

Murray

753-0045

A

Tim Gaither, who is scoring 14.3
points per game. Center David
Washington (11.4 ppg.) and forward Roni Bailey (10.5) are also
keys.
David Farrar, whose contract
was extended another year by
MTSU officials, brings the Blue
Raiders into Nashville as winners
of three of the last five. They
defeated Eastern Kentucky 82-78
in overtime in their season finale.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
OVC Tourney Notes
•Racer players had a difficult
• Three other Racers joined
time
getting loose for WednesBrown as all-conference selecday's one-hour practice session in
tions. Vincent Rainey, a 6-4
a cold Municipal Auditorium,
sophomore, was named to the
which is also used for Nashville
second team while Moore earned
Knights hockey.
honorable mention. Greg Anderit was cold when were first got
son, a 6-6 transfer from Mississiphere
last year, but it warmed up
pi State, was named to the Allonce we got a few people in here,'
Newcomer team.
Edgar said.
II Tennessee-Martin's Michael
• • • •
Hart was named newcomer of the
• Two-time defending tournayear and Joe Sibbitt of Austin
ment champ and No. 1 seed TenPeay was freshman of the year.
nessee
State comes into the -tour• Morehead State's Dick Fick
nament on a four-game losing
and Tennessee State's Frankie
streak.
Allen were named co-coaches of
TSU has been beaten up as of
the year Wednesday night. Fick
late, with point guard Tim Horton
guided the Eagles to a 10-6
inuring his wrist and center Jeff
leakue mark while Allen's Ti ers
won their eoond fitlein'the as-f ---Johnsw-s-pfatnag----t
However, the Tigers have won
two years.
the last two OVC Tournaments
• • • •
and will enjoy the first-round bye.
• Murray State is 17-0 when
"We're looking forward to this.
scoring over 80 points.
Obviously we're a tournament
III Edgar will continue to start
6-8 junior Dwayne Davis at center, team, having won the past two
years," said Allen, who is 5-1 alldespite a broken bone in his left
thumb. Cluennon Echols, who's time in the OVC Tournament.
"A trip to the NCAA tournament.
improved play is linked to the RacThat's what everyone's playing
ers' five-game winning streak, will
for. We've won two straight years.
come off the bench.
The only thing we'd like to prove is
"That's what (Echols) is comfortable doing, and I like that too,' that we're good enough to go back
a- -third time."
said Edoar.

UNLV players illegally received shoes
LAS VEGAS (AP) - UNLV suspended forward Kebu
Stewart, its leading scorer and rebounder, for the -rest of the
season after he admitted receiving a free pair of shoes from
an agent's representative.
UNLV also declared guard Jermaine Smith ineligible for
the same violation, but said it would app91 to the NCAA to
immediately make him eligible again. Stewart's suspension
followed an NCAA letter asking UNLV about players receiving free shoes last ssummer when Rollie Massimino was still
coach.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

By

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

PREP TOURNAMENTS
Wad needsy is Own..
Boys
First District
Futon Co. 70, Heckman Co 60
Fifth District
Uvingston Central 56. Lyon Co. 54
Ninth District
Devises Co 51, Owensboro 46
14th District
GOW1030:1 53, Warren East 36
16th District
Monroe Co 75, Cumberland Co. 38
17th District
ElzabstMeen 60, Meade Co. 56
tleh District
LaRue Co. 82, CONOTS 39
20th District
Taylor Co. 56, Marlon Co, 43
21.6 District
Lou. Central 1011, Portend Christian 44
22nd District
Lou. Western 71, Lou. Buts 60
Lou. PRP 102, Lou. Holy Cross 43
24th District
Lou. Southern 68, Lou. Iroquois 50
ISM District
Lou. St Xavier MI, Lou. Manual 47
2801 District
Lou. Trinity 74, Lou. Atherton 45
2701 District
Higtrnew Baptist 70, iellersontown 61
29th District
Lou. Eastern 83, Ky. Country Day 56
29th District
Bullet East 68, Bulk Central 59
KO District
Anderson Co. 57, Henry Co. 42
list District
Oldham Co. 106, Gallatin Co. 67
32nd District
Selkentelown 45, Owen Co. 44
33rd District Erlanger Lloyd 56, C00001 43, OT
36th District
Neutron Cent Cathoic 69, Revival 58
3410 District
Campbell Co. 77, Biettgat
rossart 68
Woodford Co. 70, Frankton 67
•
42nd District
Lax, Catiok 72, Les. Christian 61
43rd District
Lex. Dunbar 67, Lea. Tales Creek 66
44th District
Iledson Southern 71, Richmond Model 36
NM District
Pulaski Co. 73, North LUIGI 62
Illth District
Corbin 69, VAIllarneldurg SI
Knox Co Central 76, Barbourville 71
Mt District
Bed Co. 56, Pineville 52
641h District
MC. Napier 67, Lisle Co. 77
58th District
June Budianen 58. Jackson City 56
57th District
Itagefin Co. 74. SheMon Clint 61
412041 District
West Caster it is Co. 47
6401 District
Ashland 82, Lawson Co. 59
Boyd Co. 113, Rees Hill 33

753-8355

Girls
Fir* District
Futon Co. 55, Hidunan Co. 40
•Fifth District
Crittenden Co. 62, Livingston Central 44
Ninth District
Devises Co. 53, Owensboro 50. OT
14th District
Warren East 73. Warren Central 36
150 District
Edmonson Co. 44, Glasgow 36
Also Co.-Scotty/1k 49, -Barren Co 43
11104 District
Metall' Co. 63, Curriberland 52
111th District
LaRue Co. 56, Caverns 50
24th District
Lou. Holy Rosary 63, LC.J, Iroquois 29
25th District
Itala 44, Lou. Marcy 42
38th District
Lou. Seneca 47. Lou. Atherton 43, OT
27th District
LOU. Fern Creak 67, *Wiest Baptist 34
Mit District
Lou. Ballard 58, Lou. Esteem 53
29th Markt
Bulitt East 54. Spencer Co. 20
35th District
Anderson Co. 49, Errinence 46
33rd District
Conner 64. Edinger Lloyd 34
34th District
Coy, Hot Cross 75, Vila Madonna 66
libtre Dante 60, Ludlow 24
36th District
Minport Cent. Catholic 79. Neeport 35
3160 District
Bishop Broasan 71, Carnpbel Co. 53
37111 District
Harrison Co, 79, Bourbon Co. 52
39th District
Deming 38, Augusta a
311th District
Meson Co. 70. Fleming Co. 39
40th District
Clark Co. 46, Bath Co. 36
Montgomery Co. 75, EMI Co. 35
41st District
.Woodlerd Co. 51, Frankton 23
42nd District
Leo. Calhok 81, Lex. Christen 61
44th District
Medison Southern 32. Richmond Model 30
45111 District
BOyi• Co. 61, Danville 31
47111 District
Mordkelb 71, McCreary Central 35
18th District
Knott Co. Central 05, Jadison City 16
111110$ District
Lee Co. 62. Doyley Co. 56
Powell Co. Mk Wolle Co. 40
5701 Dislike
Johnson Centel 70, Magelen Co 23
Nth District
Pike Co. Central 97, Ward 67
4100 District
Belfry 55. P110. 52
Sled District
West Carter 89, Lewis Co. 46

• Dads tis '1% ('('1.1% Rental.
• (lean, Dependable( ars
• Call I's !or Rale.

Holland Motor Sales
tit.
753-4461

513 S. 12th

•Era...
FROM PAGE 8
have to respect that."
Arizona State coach Pat Murphy said before the game that
he'd received several crank calls
in recent days warning him not to
play the Angels.
It was the first game in eight
decades involving replacement
players.
On May 18, 1912, the Detroit
Tigers used seminary students
and sandlot players when their
regulars went on strike to protest
the suspension of Ty Cobb for
attacking a fan. The Tigers lost
24-2 to the Philadelphia
Athletics.
As if the players in the California starting lineup Wednesday
were not obscure enough, they
had their, uniform numbers
changed earlier in the day.
Many of them had uniforms in
the 60s or 70s during training
camp - numbers traditionally
assigned to minor leaguers - but
had their numbers lowered for the
game.
"I wish there were some players here 1 recognized," said John
Short, a fan from Bozeman.
Mont.

'199_5 TIGVAROI-LARK EJQ
Saturday, March 11
a.m. - 2 p.m
Come by Darnell Marine for pre-season savings on
1995 Tigersharks!
DARN14:1-1- MARINV
ROUTE 3
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
(502)753-3734

7.00
6.09 7.00-

•NO REPINANCING•NO PAYMENT INCREASE
•BUILD EQUITY 3 TIMES FASTER
•BE DEBT-FREE 10-15 YRS. SOONER
CALL 753-2284, EXT 103 FOR FREE RECORDED MESSAGE

411.111m.

-

24 MONTH CD

12 MONTH CD

36 MONTH CD

PeoplesBank

Subetaltigl penally for early withidrimil.

Of Murray, Kentucky

'ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD6.09%, 7.00% & TOM effacing Felegrary 28, 1995
dogma
61066
Lath alegoait instrof So $100,000

PHONE: 767-2265

The Nashville Alumni Chapter Cordially Invites All
MSU Alumni & Racer Fans To Celebrate
"OVC Championship Week"!
Men's Championship - March 2-4
Women's Championship - March 4-6
Official Racer Headquarters
Crowne Plaza Hotel
623 Union Street. Nashville
(615) 259-2000

Pre-Game Racer Warm Ups
Crowne Plaza Hotel

Semi-Final Pre-Game

$AVE TEN$ OF THOUSAND$ OF $$$

•

Hungry for a deal? Now's the time to
strike.. Purchase a 1995 Tigershark before
March 31, 1995 and you'll get $250 in FREE gear
and accessories! Choose from the jet-fast 900,the
high-performance Daytona,the quick and nimble '
Barracuda, the smooth-crusing Monte Carlo, or the
economical Montego and Montego Deluxe. These
move_ fast
JigershArksh.aYe
.
_ so don't
- a-ten&Pncu,to
• let this one get away!

A1'1'

ATTENTION HOMEOWNER

•

MENSIMEN

THREE GOOD REASONS TO BANK WITH YOUR HOMETOWN BANK

066.

AgzA AUTO
RENTAL

TIGERS,HARK DEALS YOU'LL WANT
TO SINK YOUR TEETH INTO,

Friday, March 3
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Game Time: 9:00 p.m.
Post-Game Celebrations
Harold $ Kathy Hurt's Captain's Table
New Location in Printers Alley

IPas S IN*

Championship Pre-Game
Saturday, March 4
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Game Time: 8:30 p.m.
Ticket Information: Nashville Ticket Pro (615) 291
MSU Ticket Office (502) 762-4895
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER COMPLEX
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SECTION 00010 - INVITATION TO BID
ESWITATION;
Sealed proposals, in duplicate, for the referenced work will be received by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, Office of
the County Judge Executive,Calloway County Courthouse,101 South 5th Street, Murray,Kentucky 42071 in the manner
and on the date hereinafter specified for theltimishing of all labor, materials, supplies, tools, appliances, equipment,
services, etc., necessary for the construction of the Calloway County Detention Center as set forth in the Contract
Documents as prepared by Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 Noah Court Street, P.O. Box 511, Georgetown, Kentucky 403240511, telephone number 502-863-9454 and under the terms and conditions of this advertisement.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION;
The project consists ofa County Detention facility for the Calloway County Fiscal Court. The building is approximately
27,600 square feet, primarily constructed of masonry. Security equipment and specialties, as well as mechanical and
electrical systems are within the scope of work. The site is located on Fourth Str t behind Madison Motor Company at
Spruce Street.
METHOD OF RECEIVING BIDS;
Bids will be received from all contractors on a lump sum basisfor the total project. Bids shall be submitted in the manner
herein described and on the form of proposal included with the conditonsand specifications and shall be subject to all the
conditions as set forth and described in the bid documents.
NOTE: Failure to utilize the form ofproposal setfourth in the bid documents will be cause for the invalidation ofthe bid.
METHOD OF AWARD;
Award shall be issued on the lowest responsive bid price by a responsible bidder. The bid proposal will contain all
qualifying requirements and forms.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED:
Specifications, plans and contract documents may be examined at the following places:
1. Office ofthe County Judge Executive,Hon.J.D. Williams,Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
2. Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0511.
3. Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky,Inc., 10801 Electron Drive, Suite *308, Louisville, Kentucky 40299.
Associated Buitfiers and Contractors ofKen tucky,Inc., 1440 Campbell Lane,Suite #500,Bowling Green,Kentucky 42104.
4. F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 303 N. Hurstbourn Lane, Suite 265, Louisville, Kentucky 40222.
F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 1133 West Mill Road, Suites #106-107, Evansville; Indiana 40710.
5. Builders Exchange of Louisville, 2300 Meadows Drive, Louisville, Kentucky 40218.
OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS;
Plans and specifications may be obtained from Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky
4032.4, (502) 863-9454 in accordance with the following deposit and charge schedule:

DEPOSIT
Initial Set

REQUIRED ON

$100.00

REFUNDABLE
$75.00

1 complete set.
All checks shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. If plans and specifications are to be mailed, arrangements
must be made with Architecture Plus, Inc. A separate non-refundable check for $15.00 per set shall be made payable to
Architecture Plus, Inc. No plans or specifications shall be mailed until receipt of checks.
Plans, specifications and all addenda must be returned, at the plan holder's expense,in usable condition within thirty
(30)calendar days after the closing date ofreceipt of bids to Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, Georgetown,
Kentucky 40324. No bidding documents will be released by the issuing authority commencing five(5)days prior to the date
of the bid opening.
PRE-BID CONFERENCE;
There will be two (2) pre-bid conferences held:
Date: February 23, 1995 and March 9, 1995
Time: 2:00 P.M.
Place: Weaks Community Center
607 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky
--

This conference will noClie mandatory, but all bid packages prime contractors are encouraged to attend. Other plan
holders and those wishing to review and discuss the project are urged to atttend.
Decisions and clarifications discussed at this meeting will be incorporated into the contract documerfts by an addendum
issued no later than three (3) days prior to bidding. Substitute systems or materials will not be discussed.
BID SUBMITTAL;
CONTRACTORS MUST SUBMIT THEIR BID IN A SEALED ENVELOPE,
SEALED BID FOR: CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
)11D DATE AND TIME: MARCH 16. 1995 2.00 P.M. LOCAL TIME
PLACE; WEAKS COMMUNITY CENTER
Bids, upon their receipt by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, are stamped showing the hour and date received. Bids
received after the scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be considered provided any legal bids have been
received on said referenced invitation.
Only those contractors who have obtained contract documents directly from issuing authority will be eligible to submit a
proposal for this project.
BID WITHDRAWAL;
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period ofsixty(60)days after the date set for the opening ofbi ds.Clerical errors and
omissions in the computation of the total lump sum bids shall not be cause for withdrawal of the bid without forfeiture of
bid bond. Bids may be withdrawn in person prior to the closing date for receipt of bids.
BONDING;
All bids shall be accompanied by a bid g-urantee ofnotless than five(5%)percentofthe amount ofthe base bid. One hundred
(100%) percent performance and payment bond shall be furnished by the successful bidder. All bonding and insurance
requirements are contained in the instructions to bidders and/or conditions.
RIGHT TO REJECT;
The Calloway County Fiscal Court'
reshes7-NAs the right to reject any and all bids and to waive all formalities and/or
technicalities where the best interest of the owner may be served.
GENERAL INFORMATION;
The listing of major sub-contractors,unit prices and selected rhaterials and equipment lists are required to be submitted
with the bid. Additional materials and equipmentlists will be required to be submitted within two(2)hours ofthe reading
of the bids by the low bidder as described in the form of proposal.
It is imperative that a representative be present at the bid opening for any company submitting a bid. The
representative must be in a position that he/she can answer any and all questions on behalfofcompany,in regards to this
project and questions that may arise concerning his/het company.
WAGE RATES;
Kentucky Prevailing Wage Rates are not applicable to this contract.
BIDS REQUESTED
The following bids are requested:
Bid Package

Numb=
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Notice

Wanted

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

MURRAY PAVING
Is now hiring experienced personnel In all aspects of
asphalt
paving
positions. Apply in
person at Murray
Paving Company,
81
East
Mein
Street, Murray, KY
or call 502-7530411. References
required.

Avellebie Thou Age AM.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skitled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever.

For Ire*
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance •
7534199
'free local claim service'.
BRING THE WORLD INTO
YOUR HOME! Choose
from EUROPEAN, Asian,
South American H.S. exchange students arriving in
August Become a host
family. CALL SHARON&
( 9 0 1 )4 7 6 - 3 9 6 0 ,
1-800-SIBUNG.
CALLER LO.'. 753-5865.
DIABETICS! Medicare/
Insurance billed direct for
tests strips, insulin, glucometers & more. Little or
no out-of-pocket U. Satisfaction guaranteed! LIBERTY MEDICAL SUPPLY.
800-762-8026.

Help Wanted

Site Excavation, Grading and Storm Drainage
Bituminous Paving
General Trades
Masonry
Precast Prestressed Concrete Slabs
Insulated Lightweight Concrete Roofdeck Topping
System and Roofing and Sheetmetal
Hollow Metal Doors, Frames and Finish Hardware
Quarry Tile
Acoustical Ceilings, Resilient Flooring and
Carpeting
Lathing and Plastering and Gypsum Drywall System
Painting and Finishing
Caulking and Sealants/Water Repellents
Food Facilities Equipment
Plumbing and Site Utilities
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Electrical
Fire Protection System
Combined Bid of Packages 14 and 15
Laundry Equipment
Detention Equipment
Electric Overhead Doors
•
Structural Steel, Joist, Deck and Misc. Metals

ADVERTISING SALES/
MG
T
.
&
Landmark Newspapers
has openings for ad
manager/Lousiville sales.
Degree or equivalent experience. Salary, commission, bonus & benefits. Reply to: Landmark, PO Box
549, Shelbyville, Ky 40066,
Attn: Steve.

A highly self motivated individual with great interpersonal skills for advertising
DONATE your car. Help sales. Job responsibilities
charity, get a tax break. We include outside sales, cushandle the paperwork and tomer service, maintain esthe towing. Call today. Na- tablished accounts and
tional Kidney Foundation of open new revenue acKY. Call 1-800-488-CARS. counts. Must be a responsible and enthusiatic indiviFOR Stanley home pro- dual. Must own vehicle and
ducts, see or call Winnie a valid drivers license. SalLove, 222 S. 11th St. ary plus commission. Send
753-2342.
resume to PO Box 1040J,
HOUSE of Clothes. Con- Murray, Ky 42071.
signment clothing, some ASSISTANT Golf Course
name brand clothes, jeans, Superintendent, Miller
sweaters, sweatshirts, Memorial Golf Course.
dresses, skirts, $1.00, Position to begin March
dress suits $5.00. Open 1995. Qualifications: High
Saturday -Sunday 9am school dipolma or equiva-5pm. 13 milesirom Murray lent with a minium of four
on Hwy 464W, Kirksey, Ky. years of golf course mainteOr call for directions. nance or related experi489-2243.
ence required. Must have
,bentgrass,
LET-us- sell your antiques, knowledge of
collectables, and uniques. berrnudik and other turf
Rent a whole set of shelves "grasses. Must possess
at Charlies Antique Mall. supervisory skills and be
Located downtown Hazel. familiar with the operation
and maintence of all types
(502)492-8175.
of equipment used on a golf
MEET nice singles Down course. Responsibilities:
Home Introductions. Management of golf main615-235-5000.
tence and surrounding
area, landscaping, strucuOPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
equipment; and perOpen 5pm. Closed tures,
sonnel. Must have or will be
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
required to obtain certificahOt sandwiches, gyros &
tion
to spray pesticides on a
bread sticks. Dine-in or
golf course. To Apply: Subcarry out. 474-8119 or
mit a letter of application,
1-800-649-3804.
resume, and a list of three
PSYCHIC reading by Sue. references to Human Re-.
502-335-3004 $1.00 per sources, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray,
minute.
Ky 42071-0009. Murray
SEC BASKETBALL Tour- State is an equal education
nament, NCAA basketball, and employment opportunKentucky Derby, Masters, ity, WF/D, AA employer.
Olympics, all baseball, buy/
sell all local & national ATTENTION DRIVERS:
events, Global Tickets Looking for good miles, asBrokers (800)967-9856.
signed equipment, home
time, a company that really
SUPER wild food. Super cares about you, look no
blue green algae, fuel that futher, call Coy Stone today
fires. Recycle your body, 1-800-288-7785.
more energy. See the new
you. 436-5019.
EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME. START NOW.
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMALOST puppy- brown color TION, NO OBLIGATION.
Chow mix, 12wks old. Lost SEND S.A.S.E TO STERfrom N. Broach area. Cal LING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO, FL
759-4425 or 759-9085.
32814.

()so

Description

83 NEW DRIVERS
NEEDED THIS MONTH.
CARRIERS HIRING
DAILY. Unemployed,
under-employed- need a
change! TRUCK DRIVERS
CAN MAKE $30,000 & up.
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED. No training required to be pre-hired. Call
if you need a job
1-800-999-4317.

$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home, tree
detail. Send SASE, Victor
Dist. Dept 0, Box 548, Wichita, KA 67201-0548.

Part & Full Time
Dell Help
Apply In person.

Owen's
Food Market

EXPERIENCED & non experienced representatives
needed for a local growing
company. Will Vain & you
can work in your own area,
including from your home.
You can make this a career
of a lifetime, the money &
options are here all you
have to do is take them.
1-800-859-9768 or
502-759-9768.
HAIR designer full time,
part time, booth rental or
commission available. Contact Chris at 759-1100 day
or 753-4331.

In 1922. at impe 7. Helen kens Wellesley Marled
taking violin lemons. In 1995, youll find her pliying
for the "elderly patients at West View Nursing Home
or accompanying her huahand. Hawk Boughton. as
he recites poems and stares as an American Mountain Man.
Still fiddling *sr all these years.
Nappy Nth lirthiloy to lobs Ilia. lloogliton

END OF SECTION
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DRIVERS- OTR advance
your future TODAY! Qualified flatbed drivers start tomorrow! Up to 29 cents per
mile plus excellent benefits.
Advanced distribution system 800-646-3438.

CLERK- needed to work
10arn- 5pm Mon-Sat in an
antique mall in Hazel. Must
be neat and able to work
well with public. Send resume to: Antique Mail, PO
Box 196, Hazel, Ky. 42049.

Hodge and Noel
"The Income Tax Professionals"
INDIYIDuAL•BUSINESS•FARM, BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE•PAYROLL• SALES TAX •CORPORATE
WE OFFER

mow.
fftfifflFILING
Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

Joyce Noel, EA, CFP

915 Coldwater Rd.

Plniper Yourself From Head To The!
4 Layer Facial w/Alph.1 I lvdtos' iask
-- Proven To Show Visible Results Instantly!(Includeseyebi ov:arch & num manicure)
e
Brighten Your Day With A
$25.00 Highlight
•
Reduce tension & stro- %s it!) praffin pedicure,
including herbal-ease & ai..imitherapy - $22.00
Full Set Acrylic NA,
$20.00
_ f•

Dinge Bengt's 753-1137
6041 /2 Broad st Ft.

Nails

759-1874
Hair

*** VOICE MAIL ***
PERSONAL OR BUSINESS SERVICE
•No Expeadvs Equipment To Buy
0-Privets Access •24 Hour Avallibilty
- •Eliminates Telephone Tag
•Call Forwarding•Beeper Paging
•No Contrary Tapes or Machines To Mess With!
•No Limit on Number Of Messages Received
•Ask About Special Discounts

Call Select Services at 753-0498
Healthcare Management
Position
Manager of a multi-site clinic network.
Duties include supervision and coordination of
billing, collection, audits, system controls, clinic
and phytOciap Marketing, staff atipXvision,
physician relations, development of growth
strategies, budget management,employee training, and general operations supervision.
Prefer applicant with 3-5 years management
experience in a healthcare environment. Must
possess good communication skills. References
required. Salary negotiable.
Excellent benefits including 401k, cafeteria,
retirement and profit-sharing plan.
Send confidential resumes to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040P
Murray, Ky. 42071

inc.
presents...
The Greater Paducah, Ky.

Egyptian Collectors Association,

UnI Knife
Show
March 4-5, 1995
Sunday,
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Saturday,
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

ECA Inc., the Midwest's Top Trader!
Be there as they return with their great
displays of

Knifes - Guns - Gold - Silver - Diamonds
Coins Ammo - Reloading Supplies - Cards
and much more to BUY, SELL and TRADE!
f '
tots,

P.iP°73

Phone (618) 495-25742

ecutive-gruL
Paducah, Ky.

•=1..

Millions of People Don't
Have Group Insurance.
Are You One of Them?
If you pay for your own health insurance, you need

a group health plan that rises above others

Plan
100

•100% payment for covered expenses after
the deductible
-Maximum 2 deductibles per family per year
42 million lifetime maximum
'Initial 12 month rate guarantee

Ask for
a quote

For. costs, benefits, exclusions limitations and renewal terms context:

Bennett Insurance Servkes • 759-1880
Pardons, Thurman & McNutt • 753-4451
Jerry Bolls insurance • 753-8377
Fain Insurance • 753-0632
Lou V. McGary • 753-7890
Ross Insurance • 753-0489
Insurance Center of Murray • 7534353r
Nanney,Insurance • 753-4937
John W. Randolph • 759-1610
GOLDEN RULE°
Golden Rule Insurance Company
Palley haw C4111113
owes
•

C4101A

d•

e.- ••-•••• •
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AVON Sates Potential will
make you smile'
1 -800-SELL-AVON Ask
about my 1995 part-time
income plan Approxi
,$10,000 commsmately.
sion Free training Avon
independent sales rep
resentative
1 800 735 5286

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope tor the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not hi time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect a funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Counal This a an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services ate available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Visaed

dvance
Quah
>tart to
wits per
enefits
an SyS-

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 IN BONUS Paid monthly, quarterly & yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
Other paid benefits
Vacation-Health and LifeDead Head Motel/Layover
Loading & Unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT
Solos and Teams call
1 800 441 4394 Students
and Driving school grads
call 1-800 338 6428

DRIVER GET RESPECT
ON THE ROAD WITH
BURLINGTON! OTR/
Shorthaul, home weekly
(short/11'W), starting pay up
DRIVE Tractor Trailers no to 30c/mile plus bonuses
experince necessary Train assigned trucks, great benFull/Part time Three week efits Call anytime- BURprogram 600 000 fob avail- LINGTON MOTOR CARable Potential $25,000 to RIERS 1 800-JOIN BMC
$30,000 Call Betty at EOE
1 800 525-3237

Harvest Workers Needed

EPING
RATE

ATA
6069

Employment dates are as follows:
April 15, 1995 to December 22, 1995
Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
provided. Housing provided for noncommuting workers. Transportation and
subsistence reimbursed to worker upon
completion of 50% of contract. Pay rate is
minimum of $5.47 per hour and a maximum of $6.00 per hour. Contact your
local employment office.

POSITION AVAILABLE
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Calloway County Board of Education
has an opening in the central office for the
following full-time position, with the beginning date as soon as possible.
Administrative Assistant
Responsibilities of the position include:
—Procurement in compliance with Model
Procurement Code including all aspects of
bidding and purchasing
—Compliance with State and Federal Regulations, i.e., OSHA, ADA, Title IX
—Personnel records
—Policy management including review,
changes and updates
—Management of facility use by public and
staff
—Other responsibilities as assigned

7.E

Position offers excellent fringe benefits.
Salary commensurate with education and
experience from $16,000 - $19,5Q0.

ed

-98
•mr

Send resume and cover letter,to: Calloway
County Board of Education, Attention:
Cindy Jones, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071.

in of
linic
son,
owth
rainnent
kilust
nces
eria,

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
'
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
REGISTERED NURSE - lideclical/Peciatnc, full and
part-time, variable shifts, Orthopedic/Surgical, full
time 3-11, part-time 11-7; Med./surg., part-time 117; CCU/PCU, full time, 3-11/11-7; ER, full-time 311/11-7 with alternate scheduhng pattern, OR, fulltime, days
LPN - PRN positions available

nc.

NA - part-time positions 3-11, 11-7, 7-3 in long term
Cafe

r.

HOME HEALTH Home Health Homemaker, full
time, days
For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106
quaiI Ime al knot,
Employer

MURRAY
C.A11..OVAY
C'OUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, kent or ky 421171
I.

DRIVER/ OWNER
OPERATORS/ SMALL
FLEET OWNERS- RESPECT IS REAL AT BUR
LINGTON! Paid license/
permits, fuel taxes, tolls,
benefits and the respect
that shows it pays to drive
with the best BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS
1 800-JOIN-BMC EOE
DRIVERS $36,000 yearly
Home every 12 days or
sooner! Assigned equipment. Free medical, retirement, great mileage pay,
bonuses, and paid vacation. Hornady Truck Line
1-800-648-9664.
DRIVERS 3 TOP OPPORTUNITIES North American
Van Lines has owner operator openings in relocation
services, high value products and Blankewrap
Tuition- free training
•
for inexpereinced drivers,
out-standing tractor purchase plan available Ask about our RDS performance
Compensation-earn up to
6% over already to compensation! Call weekdays
& 9am- lpm Sat
Dept,
1-800-348-2147
A-13.
DRIVERS-, Don't work for
someone else anymore.
Keep the profits for yourself. Get your own truck
with ZERO DOWN lease
program and contract to
DART Transit. Most
gross $80-$110/year. Call
Jill at Sellersburg, Indiana
office to see trucks HIGHSALES
WAY
800-800-4001 Ext. S-15.
DRIVERS EOE MAVERICK TRANSPORTATION,
INC Hi honey, just a quick
note to let you know I'll be
home again this weekend. I
picked up my W-2 from the
home office today and
guess what? I averaged
30c last year, plus my benefits package was)ralued at
another 6 CPM, I've only
been with Maverick for a
year or so, next year I'll
average even more! I
should have switched to
Maverick a long time ago.
It's been a great year! Let's
go out and celebrate this
weekend! If this sounds like
something you'd like to say,
give us a call Must be at
least 24 years old with 1
0T R .
year
1-800-289-1100.
DRIVERS 'Premium conventionals &Long/short
haul, dedicated 'Pull van or
flat 'Free training- Guaranteed employment 'Pay for
experience BUILDERS
TRANSPORT
1-800-762-1819 EXT. D-6.
IMMEDIATE opening for
office manager Position
will require coordination of
office for growing consulting firm. If you like to be
involved, this is a position
for you Wordperfect,
phone and writing skills re
quired. EOE. Call SETI at
502-753-6529.

ContinueCare Home Health
Openings for:

Is

rdc
'El
We Make
firmer Calls

rt.

Director Of Medical Social Services,
BSW &
RN (Calloway County Area).

Home health experience preferred, but not required.
ContinueCare serves Calloway, Marshall & Graves Counties.
Excellent salary and benefits package commensurate
with experience & qualifications.
Send resume and references to
P.O. Box 925, Murray, KY 42071

!ed

No telephone calls, please.

eTS

CCI is an equal opportunity employer.

her
Tar

its-

1

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions on
the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-I0 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $559 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a top
pay rate of $858 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers, please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
Southslde Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
.
759-2150

DIA

An Equal Opportunity Employ4r•WE/DN

gewe-iieerearetee••••••eei• fen'.
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Help
Wafted

Macias
Fat Sala

Heip
Wante'

fil-As es For St*

Anima

GRAY/tan pillow back
LICENSED LIFE & WERE looking for a eel ANTIQUES by the pace or
couch $75 Baldwin organ
HEALTH
AGENT organized team player who coiiectioga 753-9433 day
$600 474-8222
NE E DE D-Ouality products, a professional and mature or nighr
AO commissions well ad- Must be able to set prioriLOG HOMES Design set
vance before ague, lead- ties attend to details, and OLD photography and
vices FREE BROCHURE
sAtem. 'W benefits (Mast meet deadlines Prior mart-- printing equipnient -Send HONEST AB E LOG
quality for advances 8 ben- &gement and/or communi- •last to 603 Main, Murray or
HOMES.3855 Clay County
efits)
Call
cation skills a plus Excel., call 753-5470
Highway. Dept CK Moss
1 800-252 2581
lent opportunity for growth. WANTED 2 axle boat Tennessee 38575
Non- smoking environ- trailer for 24tt boat Send (800)231 3695
NEED a person to do light
ment Send resume to P 0. pictures & asking price to
maintence & janitorial
MOTORCYCLE helmets.
Box 1040G Murray. Ky Andy Rachoy, PO 793,
work Must be able to work
pistols, rifles & shot guns
42071
42071
Ky
Murray,
Late Saturday night or early
Work boots, camouflauge
Sunday morning, 15-20
070
clothing Jerry's Sporting
150
hours available Apply in
Domestic
Goods, Mayfield, Ky
Articles
person at Chen Theatres
247-4704
& Childcare
For Sale
M-F, 9 12pm
CLEANING houses a my
NEW 5'410' utility trailer, 16
NO experience $500 to business Reliable and ex- 1976 CZ Jeep with 8,00m
freezer 759 9258
cu
excellent
in
a
Jeep
wrench,
$900 weekly/ potential pro- perienced, references Call
condition Two hide a bed
cessing mortgage refunds
Linda 759-9553
sofas one queen sue one NEW metal siding & roofOwn hours (714)502-1520
WILL clean homes or of- regular size Both sofas in ing COVOf 36- cut to length
Ext 1209 (24 *tes)
bees Reliable with refer- excellent condition
in 10 colors, galvanized
NOW accepting applica- ences 759-1264
and galvalurne Secondary
436-5614
tions for servers and
it available Portable carWILL dean houses, rea- 1986 ASTRO van, $3000
kitchen help Experience
port kits 489-2722 or
sonable rates, references
skioutboard
inboard,
1978
preferred Apply in person
489-2724
437-4064
truck,
Chevy
1966
boat
at Christophers Steak
priced to sell Call NEW sequin and beaded
House 8 Smorgasboard,
100
474-8050
or 753-7050
prom dresses arriving
719 S 12th Street
Business
weekly Rent or sale SIZO6
butwith
SOLOFLEX
1990
NOW taking applications
Opportunity
terfly & leg extensions, 2-3X large Tux rental also
for full time service station
Seaincome
extra
EARN
condition, $650 Call Uptown Girl Boutique, 98
good
attendant Must be able to
West 5th St., Benton, Ky
details
after 5pm
complete
sonal,
753-9445
do minor car repair Apply
(502)527-8899
Send $20 and a self
at 641 Shell
addressed stamped enve- 4FT Conneticut sheet RAPID WEIGHT LOSS
PART and full time jobs lope to 4750 Hanson metal brake, $400 Call afOnly $1795 New forinu759-1017
now available at Subway
Road, Madisionville, Ky ter 5pm
lation burns fat, calories,
Sandwiches Please apply 42431
$595 POOLS POOLS and stops hunger. Lose 3-5
at Subway 508 N 12th St.,
$595- Brand new 19x31 pounds a week guarantL
sq
2,000
sale'
'FOR
Murray
family size pool complete teed 100% SAFE. Call now
bath,
office,
shop gas heat,
drain, 3 phase current, with deck, filter, liner, heat- for information UNITED
ing device and more! 100% PHARMACEUTICAL
PART-TIME sales person 10hp compressor, on 'I.
1-800-733-3288 (COD
needed. Also part-time acre lot, 1 mile south of finaang 1 800-846-2725
accepted)
darkroom person needed, Murray. 753-0062.
A beautiful hand beaded
experience necessary.
red, short sleeve prom SPAS WHIRLPOOL
Studio. LEASE Mini Mart/Grocery dress with silver sequined BATHTUBS Saunas FacOakwood
on lake route Assistance
753-7050.
accents and matching tory direct save $100's no
with opening cost
shoes & earrings Price ne- middleman Quality and
Painters must have 2yrs (502)437-4326 after 5pm
gotiable For more informa- Savings, Guaranteed!
experience or more.
Steady work, apply at WE seek entrepreneurs Son call 753-5798 if not Avoid 1995 price inBlack's Decorating Center, who want to exit the rat there, please leave creases, layaway now!
Free brochures Southland,
701 S. 4th, Murray, Ky or race Call today 753-2284 message
Box 638, Haleyville, AL
Box 214
call 502-753-0839.
AIR compressor DeVilbiss 35565 call 205-486-7919
One
volt.
240
60gal,
5hp,
RECEPTIONIST needed
lie
year old, as new $375 SUNQUEST WOLFF TANfor dental office Immediate
NING BEDS New
753-9761
opening, general office duInstruction
Commercial-Home Tanties, experienced preferred
ANGEL rear veiw mirror ning Units From $199.
with filing insurance claims.
hangings, send $799 - Lamps -Lotions Box
PO
to
resume
Send
Angel wings PO Box Accessories . Payments
1040L, Murray, Ky 42071.
Line Dance Lessons
54229, Cincinnati, OH low as $20 Call Today
Beginner
45254-0229.
FREE NEW Color Catalog
SUMMER Employment-Teachers for science,
BOGARD trucking and ex- 1-800-462-9197.
math, English, social stuAdvanced
cavating, inc. We haul top SUNTAN beds, new &
dies, foreign lanuage. Basoil, gravel, fill dirt, white used, buy, sell or trade
New
Session
chelor's degree in educarock, rip rap Mon-Fri Parts & service on all beds
Beginning
tion, valid high school 9-12
8-4pm, 753-2446
We have lamps & lotions in
Soon!!
teaching certification, and
stock Call Sonny Hooks
FOR
movduty
heavy
sale
with
working
experience
or
502-753-9274
Call 502-753-2635
ing boxes Large boxes
disadvantaged students
1-800-540-9790
$1.50,
small
boxes
$250
Motorola cellular phone, USED student desk, used
termed Send letter of appli120
$100 759-2546
wood chairs, also hand
cation, resume and names
& refinished furniture
and phone numbers of at
FOR sale: super single wa- strip
Computers
Hodge 806 Colleast two references to Upter bed $65, Smith Corona George
ward Bound, Murray State ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT word processor with full dwater Rd Murray
University, P.O. Box 9, OF MEMORYHARD screen, disk drive and
WHOLESALE pre-cut, preMurray, Ky. 42071 by DRIVE FULL- If this de- loaded capabilities $200.
, engineered post frame
March 24. SASU doss not. scribes your -computer Full' size'iii01111iih-tate,building packages:We'tell:
discriminate on the basis of call HAWKINS RE- chin rest, bow and music
Posts, beams, roof trusses,race, color, nationality, ori- SEARCH now 753-7001.
stand $400 759-2278 Hoot trusses, metal, trim,
gin, sex or handicap. Emleave message.
and house packages.
upon
dependent
ployment
140
DANDI SYSTEMS
Rear-Tine
GARDEN
tillers
grant funding_
Want
TROY-BILT tillers, at low, 800-282-7799
To Bit/
THE Joint Apprenticeship
direct from the factory
and Training Committee for
prices For FREE catalog
used
good,
the Electrical Industry will CASH paid for
with prices, special SAVHome
pisaccept applications for ap- rifles, shotguns, and
INGS NOW IN EFFECT,
Furnishings
prenticeship beginning tols. Benson Sporting and model guide, call TOLL
March 20, 1995 through Goods, 519 S 12th, FREE 1-800-922-4600. COUCH & loveseat, overMarch 31, 1995 from Barn Murray.
stuffed Aztec design, 5mo
Dept. 6
I until 4pm. Monday through
old, $500 obo 492-8198
Friday at the I.B.E.W. Local
EXTRA nice oak bedroom
.816 Union Hall, 4515
suite 753-8666 after 5pm
Clarks River Rd, Paducah,
Kentucky. High school tranSEALY posture pedic floascript and aptitude test retation mattress & box
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
sults must be turned in by
springs with frame & headApril 30, 1995 for applicHrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
board, $150 753-0575 afants to be considered for
ter 2pm or 753-9506 after
Appointment
By
Anytime
this years class All applicants must fully meet the
USED furniture dressers,
following minimum qualifichests, dishwasher, rangecations to qualify for an
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices eiec., refrigerator, washer
interview, 1- Age, must be
& dryer, dining room table &
2years
age
18
of
least
at
Complete Indoor display for your pri4 chairs, hutch & more Call
Education. High school
vacy and year around convenience.
753-7617 or 759-3020
graduate with one years
passing grades in Algebra.
WATERBED PRODUCTS
Transcript required directly
DISCOUNTED! Heaters
from high school within 30
$1999, waveless mattesdays of application. 3- Aptisass $44 95, Queen Soft
tude test, S72R-77 taken at
side beds from $299 UPS/
ofany State Employment
FEDEX delivery Enormfice Test results will be
ous selection at wholesale
reviewed by the committee.
prices FREE COLOR CA4- Physical condition, All
TALOG 1-800-992-0873
the corner.
around
right
is
Spring
selected applicants will be
This is a good month to:
required to take a physical
140
examination A drug screen
Farm
• Trim & landscape
test by also be required as
Equip:maga
lawn
seed
&
Fertilize
•
part of this physical exam
BARNS for rent. A.G. bur
Each applicant who meet
• Mulching and mulch delivery
ley, dark fried 753-1300
all basic requirements will
• General clean-up
be interviewed by the com9am-6pm or 489-2116
7pm- 10prn
mittee The interviewers
will consider reliablity, interest, attitude, judgement.
cooperativeness, as well as
Heavy
other personal traits All
Equipment
applicants will be received
1981 KUFKIN 4511 factory
without regard to race,
open top van trailer, good
color, religion, national oriAVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
tarp 70% rubber, 24 5
gin or sex Each applicant
budds, interior post, excelNo Physical Examinations
must meet all basic require
lent
condition, $7,950
can
and
health
average
If
in
are
you
to
rnents
be eligible for an
489-2945
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
interview Apprefices will
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
be selected in order of their
1984 48FT x 102in, exterior
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
ranking resulting from ratpost, new tarp & factory
ing by interviewers
•
FEMALE
open top, van trailer. 1020
MALE
spoke wheels, good tires,
$920
$1161
age 50
$10.950 489-2945
10 96
14 18
age 55
USA 76 Mart now acceptFOR sale 2000lb forklift,
NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
wig applications, must be
tow motor, triple action, ex1309
17 50
age 60
honest & dependable
cellent condition
15 54
21 78
753-7333
age 65
502-753-5561
19 33
27 31
age 70
WANTED barmaids, wait26 18
38 77
age 75
200
resses & dancers, $500
Sports
plus weekly Doll House
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
Equip/nerd
Cale, Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am

A FIREWOOD for
437-4667

Sake

MOBILE HOME HE i
FOR SALE Single
doubles Financiiig
able Clean fate r
homes Greeri Tree F
Cotpoiate*Keniees• y
6 0 6 2 2 3 s. _
1 800 221 8-204
_
_
WILL sell tut pay ad
Gateway 1,6480 3t4 2 r..H.,‘
meter pole 502 3.'8 8

FIREWOOD $30/ deem
ered. $25/ u haul
436-2778 or 435-4490
FULL ricks of seasoned
wood, $30 delivered
436-2458
240
liscellemous
6 SOLID oak church pews
with padded seat
753-3139

Mobile
Homes For Rem

2BR mobile
MEMORIES WEDDING water turnished $
CHAPEL 1-800-242-7115 Coleman RI -5
Planning your wedding in
Gatlinburg? Let our exper 26R trailer
ienced staff help you with 753 9866
your plans We provide 2BR trailer in.,
photographs videos flow- 753-9866
ers, lodging No blood test/
no waiting
3BR double
pIL
$250/mo
SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
CARE ends slow drains 435 4027
Removes years of build-up SHADY Oak:.
in pipes and s safe to use electric Of gd.., 1,i.ti •
Money back GUARAN lance to cellegu
TEED! Available at Murray
True Value Hardware &
Auto Hardware Northside
Mobile
shopping center
Home Lots For
OLDWEDDINGS
FASHIONED C,andlelite
ceremonies Smoky Mountains chapel, overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGE, Cabins, Jacuzzis
Ordained Ministers complete arrangements No
test/waiting HEARTLAND
1-800-448-VOWS (8697)

u 1,

-

, liontoViE
'
MOBILE
ter furnishei,
eman RE. 753-9P,98
.1
NEW park,. ncv.,
homes only
drives & walks I rz..,r;
up & city wain! 3,
492 848R

Business
Rentols

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

DOWNTOWN el;'
available act'
courthouse $2:1.
ing all utilities

1973 12x64 TOWN
HOUSE, 3br 1 bath with
whirlpool tub, spacious living & kitchen, must sell
$4800 obo 753-4938

RETAIL or Otfici2
S Side
75-4509 or ;513 I-,,:

1981 14x70 AVON Park,
3br refrigerator, stove, storage shed, $7,500 Call
753-9745 after 4pm

SOUTH 641
Storage rentd:s I 1.
able rate Call Ply r
502-492-6508
Starks 502-49',R",'

1983 14x70 2be 2 bath,
with porch, service pole &
underpinning 759-4131

320

Apartments
1993 FRANKLIN 16x80
For Re.it
mobile home, 1180 sq tt ,
3br, 2 full baths, central h/a, 1,2,3BD apt% I Le
stove, refrigerator, dis- very nice near fi,`
7i3 '
hwasher, 6x8 wood deck, pets.
days,753 0606
8x10 shed 759-9459
MOBILE HOME LOANS 1BR 2 blocie here
•
Sellers/Buyers/Owners $160/mo Ow, ,
1964/newer- 12' larger ferences r
Green Tree Financial Refi- 759 3050 aft,
nancing Equity loans hours.
Land/Home. Realtor calls 2BR duplex vtr!-i
welcome 1-800-221-8204: h/a, outlets for w.d,
after 5 1-800-895-1900.
no pets. 753 9741.

•

America's

RENT-A-CAR
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving;
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 4204',

Office: 753-6910

1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rate

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

502-759-1333

C& C
Nursery

!Doors

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Fitt,stci
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Rod 1,4 ni

WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Jobs Gam* wardens, security, maintence. etc No
exp necessary Now hiring
For info call
(219(794•0010 ext 7159
Barn lOpm 7 days

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

BUYING a gun? Call me
first federally licensed
dealer will order what you
want at a dacount -price'
759 4110

Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE t-900-455-4199

GUNS buy. sell
4365650

.• • -•
•••-•,••••••-••••-•. :•• .• a • •
•••• ••• • n ••••• ••• •••• -•••••-•••••••••••••••••••

•

•

•

•

•

Of

trade

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

Murray

P.O.Box 1033

/ ALPINE
)ocldbrdroscialt?
•
Jape<

clarion' cus
A Ft Alh. ILO 11=0

41C10

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard

753-2993

BURIAL INSURANCE

open at 600

Knights of Columbus Hall

Cif
753 01'1

Dislieland Center

F rekuciriori
A The Annual Gigantic Consignment
R JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
likN_kCt r•11•1-.
SAT.,MARCH 11, 1995
9:00 A.M. - Regardless Of Weather

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY!!
Di 11*AIJAPIrfl:MislAi:11i111S2

A

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINCr;
'HOUSANDS OF BUYERS 10 MAYFIELD, it v

L

IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SELL

CALL NOW, CONSIGN EARLY!
DON'T MISS THE EVENT OF THE YEARII
Bring Your Equipment To The fairgroun
On Wednesday, Thursday, Or Friday,
March 8th, 9th, tOth For Check-In.

wino'11,154

SATURDAY,
All MMELIRVAIMLI AMMON MUM

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER

FANCY FARM,KY

PHONE 502-623-840e

‘11...11...w

•••• .11 •••■••

-•gr

••••••• •••.a.

•.•

••

•

I.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1995

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- IMMEDIATE OCCU- 25'WOODED waterfront NEW 3br homes, 3 to 1991 IAAZDA 626 DX. 1978 SKIBOAT, excellent CUSTOM tilling & small SEAMLESS gutters inland Wintry Village. lbr PANCY Cozy 2br South- was for sale Fronting on choose treat. Located in 4000( miles, loaded,sun- condition, $3000 must seit bush hogging. 489-2995
stalled, residential or comapartment, utilities in- west of Murray, $300/mo Ky late. A unique property subdivisions 1 inie from roof. 753-15728aM-4pm or Cell 759-3020 or 753-7617.
mercial. Serval Gutter Co.
pets
and
deposit,
no
views
bake
plus
lovely
with
DRYWALL finishing, re- 753-6433.
cluded, rent based on inuniversity. NI underground 759-1910 6pm-9pin.
Offered
1985
BAYLINER
bass pairs, additions and blow
easy lake access
come 55 & older, handicap 435-4294
utilities, gas, central trAi.
SENIOR Citizen services
at $112,000. Contact Kop- Built in kitchens, electric 1994 CAMARO 228- Blue boat, 50hp motor, $2.500 ing ceilings. 753-4761.
disabied Equal Housing
call 753.4778. Auto phone
perud Really 753-1222. swage door opener. R- with grey interior. Jpaded, 436-2237
2
EXPERIENCED
1B.R duplex on Fiery 280, Opporriunity
drywall
everything but T-loris, Bose
takes your number.
MIS 03000233.
For Rent
nancing available for qualiFOR sate: Pontoon boat finishing. References availanerfn efficient No pets 502-354-8888
CD player with sub-woofer,
Or Lease
fied
to
95%,
buyersup
WIFT
1977
Harris
loaf
boat
able.
Cal
436-2060.
SEWING
madune repair
285
rmo
$
MUR-CAL Apartments now
LAKE LOT bargins! 1+AC
windows, GTS head
80's. Call Wind
753 8848 before 9pm
acoepong applications tor CRE E K VI EW Self-storage back lot- $5,900. 1+AC priced 70's 8
15,XXX with 1977 Johnson Sea FOR your home, replace- Kenneth Barnhill,
light
covert,
8
tail
Horse
motor.
753-2674 Stella, KY
warehouses on Cdhter lakefront $19,900. Off sea- 753-3672 IMIIN 5pm.
miles. Drive 8 handles like
1 LARGE bedroom lots of I, 2 and 3br apartments
or ment windows, Alcoa vinyl
Drive behind Shoney's son prices! Prestigious new NEW affordable homes, a dream. Excellent cOndi- 502-726-6911
Phone
759-4984
Equal
siding
&
trim,
Bill
Speed
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
closets water furnished,
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
development on Lake Bark- 2-3br in city. Starts at mid ion 8 maintained perfect. 502-726-3832.
492-13103.
lose to campus 753-0859 Housing Opportunity
Remove/. Insured with lull
Wooded/
fey, KY.
50's, financing available, Asking $18,750. Phone USED boats, motors, trailline of equipment Free esor 753 5214
MURRAY Manor Apart- NORTHWOOD Storage meadowed back lot loaded
G
&
L
Lawn
Service,
lawn
payments Jess than rent. Frankfort 502-227-8015
ers 8 salvage parts for sale.
presently has units availtimates. Day or night,
1 OR 2br apts near down- ments now acc.epong applo - able Call 753-2905, al amenities. Mild climate. Sidewalks, storm sewers,
Boat 8 motor repair, all care & landscaping. 753-5484.
for
1984
caboris
1-2br
apartspecialMECHANIC
town Murray 753-4109
low taxes, perfect for curbs 8 all underground
work 8 parts guaranteed. 7§3-1934 day, 753-447
ments Apply in person 753-7536
Ford cargo van, 1985 Ford
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
vacations/retirement. Low utilities. 753-4444.
Wayne Darnell Marine Re- night.
ROOM efficiency, very 1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri.
cargo
Ford
1985
van,
*ergo
aluminum gutters, variety
financing, save big call
pair, from Murray take
near MSU, partial utilities 1409 Durgiud Dr
Aerostat
NEW
brick
home
N
16th
van, 1986 Ford
HATAC- concrete pumping of colors. Licensed, innow 1-800-858-1323 ext.
furnshed Available now
across from Sullivan. Golf cargo minivan Call 121S 502-436-5464.
services, Dan Govern. sured. Estimate available.
3417, Woodland Acres.
NEW lbr crose to campus,
Coleman RE 753-9898.
Course. 3br 3 bath, utility, 759-3020 or 753-7617
502-354-8442.
759-4690.
*rid hook-up Please call
dining, large master bed- must sell all or one.
ROOMS for rent at 1614 753-0472
6 YEAR old gelding 0 OUTSTANDING waterfront room with whirpool tub, 2
HONEY do Jobs. Doing all TREE SERVICE, hedge
',Nye Utilities furnished
horse, gentle 753-6675 af- residence with beautiful
kinds of household handy- trimming, gutter cleaning.
take view, boat dock, large car garage with pebble
2br, 2 bath duplex
Share kitchen.
ter 6pm
great room, 2 fireplaces, stone drive and walks. Call
A-1 Tree professionals. work48 fix it jobs. 753-4034. Clean-up junk, garbage.
Used
& bathroom facilipes Walk Gas heat Deposit required
spacious master suite, 3 after 5pm 492-8873.
Trucks
Stump removal, tree spray- KITCHEN CABINET RE- Odd jobs,also Al househld
to MSU Coleman RE $4504nonth 753-1623
decks, designer decor 8 NEW
nights
ing,
serving Murray, Callo- FACING. Make your old moving. Free estimates
753 9898
home; Coles Camp- 1971 GMC truck, 350 automuch more. Located in a
way
County since 1980. new again with Formica AN Tim Lamb 436-5744.
ground Rd. 31x 2 bath, cen- matic, factory air.
2B11 1 bath appliances NEW 2br duplex Washer,
pnme waterfront area dose tral
Free
estimates 436-2247 colors, free estimates. Tree trimming, carpentry,
gas & electric, 1900sq ft
furnished gas heat, car- dryer, appliances turn
to Murray. Make your living area on 1.22 acres, 489-2740.
AKC Sheltie DOB 1-2-95
or 492-8737_
Wulff's Recovery, Murray, gutter cleaning, Clean out
ished,
$425imo
gas heat
port $425/mo. 1 month dedream a reality! Contact nice. Call Mur Cal Realty 1973 FORD V. ton camper
Sable & white male, $200
sheds, attics. Free estiALL wound hauling, mow- KY, 436-5560.
posit, lyr lease, no pets Imo security deposit re- *753-7264 leave message
Realty
Kopperud
special. 360, at. ps, pb, air, ing, tree work, leaf
753-4444.
removal, LEE'S Carpet Cleaning mates. Paul Lamb
753 2905 or 753-7536 , quired Call 436 5725 or
753-1222. MIS *3000229.
dual tanks, 92,XXX miles. cleaning out
435-4480 after 5
COCKER Spaniel puppies
gutters, Joe carpets, upholstery, free 436-2269, 436-2102.
Runs & pulls good, 14' 436-2867.
28R 2 bath duplex, ap170
for sale: two buff/white, 4
estimates. 753-5827.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
110
Wrangler bumper stock
pliances furnished, w/d NEW 4br, 2*/) bath execu- blackAvhite. 759-9320.
Service Center, cleaningLate
All
duplex
in
Falbrook
tive
ALL
condition
home
trailer.
Excellent
repairs,
sheetLEWIS Exterior Cleaning
hook-up, central h/a,
Idotorcycke
For Sala
$3500 for both firm, rock finishing
ceilings houses, mobile homes, servicing $15; most repairs
$475/rno, 1 month deposit appliances furnished, in- HAPPY JACK TABLICKS:
1991
GOLDWING
SE
microwave
489-2880 ask for Jeremy sprayed. Over 30yrs exper- brick & vinyl, buildings, $35. Free estimates.Route
Start now before heavy in- 2 LOTS for sale in Preston
year lease, no pets cluding w/d &
• 1500, well maintained and after 6pm.
Garage, yard maintance in- festation to 'prevent fleas
ience. Small jobs welcome. R.V.'s, sidewalks, free esti- I. Almo. Open 9-12,, 1-5,
753 2905 or 753-7536
Heights, all utilities avail- garaged. New tires and batMon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
cluded 1 year lease No mother nature's way. able. 753-9741.
Licensed & insured. mates. (502)753-6490.
213R apartment for rent No pets 753-4937 days, Chewable & nutritious tatarry Serviced and ready to 1978 FORD F100 pickup 474-8377.
ZEBS
VCR Repair. Fast
pets Near campus 436-2741 nights
LICENSED for electric and service,
ride. Matching savage $2500. 1984 Ford LTD wablet For dogs & cats. At
reasonable rates.
550
gon $1,100 good running ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- gas..753-7203.
753 5980
trailer
with
built
in
cooler,
Call 753-3557.
NOW taking applications Southern States
Farms
niture repair & custom
Extra chrome and custom condition. 474-8222.
MCGEHEE'S painting &
2BR duplex, 1102 Pogue, for Section 810w rent hous- HAVE an obedient, safe
For Sala
pinstriping, $11,900. 1987 MAZDA 5speed,cas- woodworking. 753-8056.
551)
decorating. Do it right the
$280(no 753-3415
ing Apply in person at dog for show or home.
(502)759-2473.
sette, a/c, high miles, runs APPLIANCE REPAIRS: first
time.
Call
Free
Southside Manor, 906 Classes or private lessons. 11 7ACRES,6 miles NW of
Column
Broad St Extended, be- Serving Murray for over Murray on Palmer Rd. 1993 YAMAHA jog artistic good, good tires, $2,750 Factory trained by 3 major 1-800-372-5345, Henry
obo.
753-5816
after
5pm.
489-2740.
manufacturers. All work County 901-247-5345.
TOWNHOUSE
spec. CY50EL, like new
tween Elam 12noon No 12yrs. 436-2858.
ADORABLE male choco440
742 miles, blue and silver. 1988 FORD full size and parts warranted. Ask MULCH, delivered Murray
phone calls please Equal
FOR RENT
late Lab pup and black
for Andy at The Appliance
PEG'S Dog Grooming.
Homes
Opportunity.
753-4801.
Housing
Bronco XLT, excellent conCambridge Subarea. 436-5560.
female Lab pup. 5wks old,
Works, 753-2455.
753-2915.
For Sale
division- 2 Bd., 1 1/2
found abandoned on Hwy
SUPER nice 1br apartment
YAMAHA 4 wheeler, Teri- dition inside and out, runs
MURRAY Fencing. Free
bath, family room,
3BR 2 bath brick with large Pro with PTO shaft, good good and has good tires, APPLIANCE SERVICE. estimates. Owned & oper- 68 in draffenville. Free to r
at Farmington Square 11
85,XXX miles. 753-0305 af- Kenmore; Westinghouse,
good home. Please call
miles from Murray All apyard, between Murray and condition. 489-2740.
large kitchen, great
410
ter 5.30pm.
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- atecrby Mike Farley, Route 474-8340 after 5:30pm.
pliances furnished
Mayfield, $67,000.
Public
storage, refng. w/
Murray,
Ky
8,
$320 mo includes water &
489-2296.
Salo
490
1989 FORD F150, red on perience. BOBBY 502-753-9785.
icernaker, stove,
trash pick-up Deposit &
570
red,
chrome wheels, HOPPER, 436-5848.
Used
thsposal,
micro7
ROOM
brick
ranch, 31x
lease required No pets
PLUMBING repairman with
Cars
shortbed,
5
speed,
6
cyl,
dishwasher,
wave,
1'/, bath, central h/a, ap345-2748 or 762-4483
same day service. Call
Wanted
*
Four Star
*
pliances, wad-to-wall car- 1972 MUSTANG Mach 1, p/s, p/b. Sharp truck!
washer & dryer. No
436-5255.
MoblFe Home
$4,500. Call 502-875-4050.
pet,
double
carport,
low
pets. $450/mo. plus
WANTED:
Serious training
302
engine,
very
congood
March 2, 3 & 4
Parts & Service
70's. 753-4359.
RIDA'S Machine Quilting, partner for intermediate
dition, $3,900 obo. 1989 FORD Ranger XLT,
Porches a decks available
deposit.
*imolai root,
chiose of patterns. Phone body building. Must be disLadies clothes, suits,
super cab, 4x4, V-6, 5
753-7435 days
BENTON- 2 story, 4br, 3 759-1894.
S,Iver root coating.
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky. ciplined and committed to
speed,
bedliner,
tool
box,
dresses,
blouses,
753-3966'
baths, 4 car garage, swim- 1984 BLACK Olds' Gabes,
While roof coating.
UTILITIES ,fYrniAhe.d 1
camper shell, new tires,
ming pool. 527-1051.
after 5 p.m.
ROCKY Colson home re- growth. 753-5778.
slacks,
sweaters,
well cared for, $2,000, firm, $5,500 obo. 489-2663.
Everidck vinyl underpinning
block from university,
pair, plumbing, roofing, sid•
lifet,rne
warranty.
one
owner.
436-2778.
purses, shoes, lots of
DEAL of the century. 3BR
$150/mo 759-1894.
ing & additions. All type
K Rok undefpnning.
1991 NISSAN pickup, 5
2
bath
home,
central
gas
1984 CUTLASS. 759-4782 speed, 43,XXX miles, askjewelry, some furni28R duplex in Northwood,
home & mobile home reDoors, windows, metal
h/a, white stone, large front days, 489-2255 night.
energy efficient, central
siding. floor repair.
pair. Free estimates.
ture, crafts, etc.
ing
$6,000.
345-2623.
porch,
fenced
back
yard in
Houses
hi& appliances furnished,
Miller furnace
474-2307.
1987
BLACK
Firebird
Forsub. Everything
\
air- conditioning.
For Rent
no pets, lease & deposit
- For directions, call inKingsWood
510
house brand new. Built in mula, loaded with low milrequired. 753-7185.
Phone (502) 492-8488
753-14349
1108 ELM St., nice 3br
age,
needs
work,
great
fix1987, $69,900 firm.
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel,*
up car.435-4620 after 5pm.
Campers
28R duplex oft 94E, duplex with extra large util753-2339.
$300/mo, deposit, no pets, ity, central h/a, new carpet,
FOR Investors,2812 sq.ft. 1987 MINI van, Plymoth 32 FOOT Holiday camper
energy efficient 753 8848 $375/mo plus deposit, 1yr
BACKHOE SERVICE.
new duplex, Fall Brook Voyager,$2,500. 1980 Nis- $3500. Serious Inquires
lease, by appt. only Be
before 9pm
BRENT
ALLEN septic tank
san
310
sports,
$1,200.
only.
502-759-4414.
Sub. Rental income
available March 1st
installation, repair, replace28R duplex, appliances 1-502-684-6340
$1100/mo, Price $123,000. 753-9181.
ROAD Ranger 21ft cam- ment 759-1515.
furnished, in Northwood
492-8516 or 762-7221.
1988 CHEV. Beretta, gray per, sleeps 6, self con2BR house in Murray, with
759 4406
BACKHOE Service - ROY
Friday, March 3
NEAT 2br in town home, with burgandy interior, pw, tained, excellent conditon,
full 2br basement apt will
HILL. Septic system, drivepl,
tilt,
cruise,
85,XXX
-- 2BR Embassy Apartments, rent see,
$2600.
435-4129.
p.m.
with
6 p.m.-10
many recent updates.
arately, $350 up
ways, hauling, foundations,
miles, $3,700. Day
"‘Certtrat
?tear trvartabie $200 down or both for
At Kirksey, left on Spacious rooms remod- 753-7422
etc 759-4664.
Kam, night
now $300/mo. Coleman $450/mo plus deposit
eled
bath,
updated
kitchen
464, right on 1836, cabinets 8 fresh decor. All 527-5294.
RE, 753-9898
BACKHOE Service, com753-7724 or 753-5303
For Free Estimates
2nd trailer on light. appliances stay. Offered at 1989 TAURUS LX,87,XXX
plete foundations, septic
29R upstairs apt No pets
$32,000. Contact Kop- miles, $4,500. ,759-1818.
refrigerator, stove furnGreat prices.
14 FT Jon boat, 72 beam, systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Con2BR 1 bath, with shower,
perud Realty 753-1222.
ished 4 miles out 121 S
plywood floor, carpeted, struction Phone 492-8516,
1990 BONNEVILLE, good
gas heat, carport, great in
Everything must go!
MLS #3000230.
pager 762-7221.
$2851mo plus deposit
condition, new brakes, new four upholstered seats, 25
town location, lmo deposit,
489 2296
NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub, tires, 60,XXX miles. horse, electric -start Evin- BOB'S Plumbing Service.
$400/mo, no pets
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft liv- 753-7724 or 753-5503.
rude depth finder trolling Isulation and repair, all
2BR, very nice, central hie. 753-7920
ing, garage. Priced upper
motor and trailer. work guaranteed.
appliances & lawn mainte3BR 2 bath washer & dryer,
$60's. 1405 N 16th. Call 1990 CADILLAC Deville, 502-753-2293
753-1134 or 436-5832.
nance furnished Coleman
stove, refrigerator, disexcellent condition. Also,
489-2722.
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
RE 753-9898
FOR
sale
by
owner:
6.2
hwasher, vaulted ceiling,
1993 Chevrolet S-10 pick- 15'4 FT run about boat with BRYON'S lawn service
acres6
miles
East
of
Hazel
up, 5- speed, a/c, in excel- 65hp Evinrude motor & Free estimates 759-1522
3BR 2 bath, low Utilities large yard with fenced area
Centre/ Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
lent condition. 753-0789.
with garage, $550/mo in Kirksey_ $495/mo plus near state line $8,500. Call
trailer, runs good, $750. CARPORTS for cars and
after
4pm
901-642-3195.
Custom Sheet Metal
deposit
&
references re753 3293 after 6pm
trucks. Special sizes for
1990 GRAND Prix LE four 753-8838.
Licensed Gas Merchant
quired
No pets. FOR your Real Estate
motor
home,
boats,
RVs
door, white with blue interALMOST new luxury 2br 901- 756- 2705 after
16FT jon boat, 40hp John- and etc. Excellent protecneeds, including Auction,
ior, $4,700. Call 753-0563.
ppartment 2 car garage. - .6.30pm,
son motor, good fishing tion, high quality, excellent
see
Wilson
-Realty
on
121
outside storage, a p
1990 TOYOTA CAMRY boat Call 753-4549, after value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
South or call 753-5086.
pliances furnished, no pets, 3BR 2 bath, 803 N 17th St.,
6pm 753-4023.
DX, 4dr. 759-9744.
lease and deposit required central gas hie, $475/mo, HALEY Appraisal Service,
CHIN Chim Chimney
appliances
furnished, np call
Call 753 7185
Bob
Haley
Sweeps has 10% senior
(502) 435-4699
Murray, KY
pets, lease & deposit re- 502-489-2266.
citizen-discounts. We sell
EXTRA nice 2br duplex quired 762 4483•8-4pm
chimney caps and screens.
with carport, gas heat, apKOPPERUD Realty has
435-4191.
plaices. no pets, deposit & 3BR 2 bath, recently re- buyers waiting to purchase
Saturday,
March
4,
1995
•
10
A.M.
lease 1817 Ridgewood modeled with stove, re- homes-all price ranges. If
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Rain or Shine
frigerator, dishwahser, cen- you are thinking of selling$425 753-7497
Homes, trailers, offices.
tral gas toe, ceiling fans, contact one of our courteBen Purdom Estate, In Murray, Ky. - property is located in four
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
FOR RENT 1BR low
$450/mo plus deposit,
different locations,all property will sell 2.2 miles East of Murray, Ky.
436-5560.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
ties, no pets, reference & lease required, no pets ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
on Highway 94 and Knight Rd.
deposit required, $185,mo
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
75.1-1059
by office. at 711 Main St.
All Types Of:
753 3949
REAL ESTATE
and Cooling Service. Com•
Custom Woodworking
serplete
installation
and
TRACT ONE:8 acres with 250 ft. of road frontage 1377 ft. deep of open
vice. Call Gary at
land located on Higfiway 280.
_759-4754
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
TRACT TWO:8 acres with 250 ft. of road frontage 1377 ft. deep of open
Saturday, March 4, 1995 at 10:00 a.m.
• Drop by and see our showroom
CUSTOM bulldozing and
land located on Highway 280.
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
at the homepiace of Mr. & Mrs. Terry Lawrence
backhoe work, septic sys1"
TRACT THREE: Old Purdom store building and 1.76 acres of wooded
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
1503 Belmont Drive - Just off South 16th in Murray, KY
Horace Sholar.
land on 94 Highway.
-Will sell antiques over 200 years old - family heirlooms•
Early Penn Corner Cupboard with 16 Pane Doors over Blind Doors • Early
TRACT FOUR: Approximately 4 acres with frontage on 94 Highway and
Chest of Drawers with Scroll Feet, also known as a Jackson Press • Walnut
Knight Rd.
Table with 6 Chairs with Matching Buffet and Linen Chest • Early Cherry
TRACT FIVE: Approximately 4 acres with trees,frontage on 94 Highway
Poster Bed - Walnut Coffee Table • Primitive Cherry China Cabinet or Step
and Knight Rd.
Back Press. Large Post Spool Type Fled • Wishbone Dresser with Marble inlay
Saturday, March 4, 1995 - 10:00 A.M.
TRACT
SIX: Vacant lot on South 6th St. 71.90 x 125.88 next to house
•()Id Wardrobe, small in size, may be walnut• Marble Top Foyer Table •2 Nice
#519.,
Fit-.1sirle Tables• Old Treadle Sewing Machine • Small Open Face Corner China
r • .ibirirt • Old Rockers• Old Mantle Clock • Beautiful Old Pictures and Frames•
Th-City, KY - Intersection KY Hwys. 94 & 97
NOTE: Property will be selling absolute to the highest bidder up to date
Laige Oval Quilted Picture • Large Painting on Canvas • Old Ceiling Fan •
surveys available day of auction. Tracts one and two will be offered
PARTIAL UST NICLUDES:
Walking Canes • Old Coat Rack • Nice Desk • Kneehole Desk • Ladder Back
separate and then as a combination. Tracts Four and Five will also be
Matching sofa 8 loveseat w/exposed wood frame,lamps, old paper
Chairs • Other Old Chairs • Nice Old Table Lamps • Coffee and End Tables •
rack, antique corn shellac, matching occasional tables, daybed,
offered separate and then as a combination. Tracts Three and Six will
matching Thoniasville recliners, pressure cooker, Sears 15.8 cu. ft.
Cedar Bedroom Suite • Cedar Chest • Cedar Wardrobe • Blue Velvet Couch •
stand alone. You can see this property any day before sale date by
upright freezer, end tables, set of Monterrey stoneware, stone
Floral Couch • Recliner • Other Odd Chairs• King Size Bed • Odd Chest• Small
contacting selling agents.
crocks, stemware, old radios, hand tools, iron skillets, very nice
Stool • Quilts • Blankets • Resispread • Linens • Stereo AM-FM Radio • Wall
TERMS: 10% down day of sale. Cash balance with passing of deed
upholstered chairs, washing machine, waterfall bedroom suite w/
Decorating • Some Religious Books • Large Lot of Old Books • Set of
within 30 days.
etched vanity mirror 8 stool, antique trunk, convection oven w/
Encyclopedias • 1847 Rogers Bros. Flatware • Old Kerosene Lamp • Wall
Remember all tracts will sell at Knight Rd. and 94 Highway.
stand, nice dining tables, typewriter, battery charger, 16 Poulan
Plates • Some Old Glass and China • Stem Glasses • Cast Iron Items • Lots of
chain saw,Cooper boiler, Naive American hand-made rugs, Indian
Margaret Blalock, Admrx
Corning Ware• Pots and Pans•Small Kitchen Appliances• Breakfast Set• Nice
cradle board 8 blanket, beautiful area rugs, old Wrigley's chewing
Frost Free Refrigerator • Washer and Dryer • Electric Heaters • Vacuum
gum wrappers, old Pepsi syrup tin framed, old LAN Railroad
Salo conducted jointly with
Cleaner • Folding Table • Golf Clubs• Filing Cabinet• Metal Kitchen Cabinet•
employee magazines(1920s-19504),old Coca-Cola signs,advertising liquor mirrors & signs, old quilts, old duck decoys. primitive
Luggage • Wrought Iron Furniture • Oak Leaf and Acorn Porch Furniture •
Waldrop & Associates
bench, child's rocker & chair, old blanket chest, 1950's wedding
Other Yard Chairs • Red Wagon • Wheel Covers • Clay Flower Pots • Double
Real Estate Appraisers and Consultants
dresses, RoseviNe, Revlon doll, old doll buggy, glassware,
Blade Axe •Shop Vise • Bench Grinder • Wrenehes and Tools•Carpenter Tools
depression glass, granitsware, hooked rugs, (punnet, Fiesta
104 North 4th St. Suite B, Murray, Ky.
• Screw Jack • Ladder • Nice, Push Lawn Mower • Wrought Iron Chairs and
coffee pot, musical instruments, old felt by rabbit, old fishing items,
Much More.
Phone 759-2020
old German canister, woodworker's 4'a8'x3/4'straight edge cutler
Auction Held Rain or Shine
- like new frame w/2HP Craftsman &OMSK saw...
Not Responsible for Accidents - Lunch Available
FISHERMAN'S SPECIAL:
For More. Information and Your Auction Needs Phone
16'Fiberglass Fishing Boat with roll-on toiler, 1985 Johnson 70 HP
motor.2depth finders one w/Lowrance digital read, electric trolling
motor w/fishing gear 8 life vest
Lowes, KY (502) 674-5659 - (502) 674-5854
tiC11011CerS:
1BR apartment newly doaoudad, furnished and all
Althea paid New downtown, no pats, tease & deposit required, available
March 1st 436-2755
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INSIDE SALE

CLASSIFIED

YARD/
MOVING
SALE

TRI-STATE
GARAGE BUILDERS
Call 1-800-767-5893

RON HALL

New 3 BR•2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

753-5561

ESTATE AUCTION
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Estate Auction
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CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
FARRIS AUCTION HOUSE

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons
Real Estate & Auction

(502) 435-4144

Dan Miller • Darrell Beane
ft

Licensed and Bonded in KY and TN NI 28 I 2493, Firm .7

Terry Paschall - KY Auctioneer
"My Smarr Dann', Cast, If Pars"

Franklin J Wilkerson 674-55140
Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
Tom Emery 851-3662
MU-11011PP/

Dale Harris 674.5854
Auctioneer & Beal Estate Broker

Fred Nester 247-1258
Apprentice Auctioneer

Greg Wilkerson 674-5580
Apprentice Auctioneer

Family Owned • Family Oriented
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FARRIS
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W. Den Ferris • CAI Auctioneer

Richard Farris • Apprentice Auctioneer
'The Sound of Seeing'
P.O. Box 140
Hazel, KY
(1102)492-47119
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEATHS
Dr. A. H6ward Titsworth

Mrs. Crafty Ann Lamb Curd
Mrs. Clauy Ann Lamb Curd, 33, Rt. 2, Hazel. died Tuesdaiy. Feb.
28, 1995, at 10 p.m. at Si Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. Her
death was from an apparent heart attack.
A licensed cosmetologist for the state of Kentucky, she had been
owner and operator of Clatty's Classic Cuts in Hazel for 10 years. She
was a 1980 graduate of Henry County High School and a graduate of
Paris Vocational School.
Born Dec. 12, 1961, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of Clayton Lamb and Phyliss Taliaferro Lamb. Preceding her in death
were one sister, Amanda Leigh Lamb, and her grandparents, Lois and
Mary Lamb, J.B. Taliaferro and Ruby Hill.
Survivors include her husband, T.G. Curd Jr., to whom she was
married in July 1986; her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Lamb,
Buchanan, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Cindy Hendrix, Paris, Tenn.; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Celisa Cunningham and husband, Ricky, Rt., 1,
Dexter; one stepson, Tracy Curd, Murray; two stepgrandchildren,
Kalista and Kory Cunningham; her great-grandmother, Mrs. Mamie
Aden, one niece, Bridget Hendrix, and one nephew, Mark Hendrix, all
of Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Curd attended Buchanan United Methodist Church where the
funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. The Rev. H.B. Fields and the Rev.
Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Her faithful customers will serve as
honorary pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Walker Cemetery with arrangements by McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, where friends may call from 3 to 8 p.m.
today (Thursday). The body will be taken to the church at 11 a.m.
Friday to lie in state until the funeral hour.

DR. A.H. TITSWORTH
Dr. A. Howard Titsworth, 73,
Olive Boulevard, Murray, died
Wednesday, March 1, 1995, at
6:54 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a practicing dentist in
Murray for over 45 years, coming
to Murray in 1947. A Navy veteran of World War II, he was
recalled for service in the Air
Force during the Korean Conflict.
He attended Murray State College and was a 1945 graduate of
the University of Louisville Dental School.
Dr. Titsworth served on the
Kentucky State Dental Board, the
four-state Southwest Regional
Testing Board of Dentistry, and
as past president of Southwestern
Dental Society. He was author of
the book, "History of Calloway
County Dental Society."
The Murray dentist volunteered
his services for Rotary International serving in Philippines and
Hong Kong. A member of the
Murray Rotary Club since 1958,
he was a Rotary International Paul Harris Fellow, and was
named as Humanitarian of the
Year in 1991.
He.served as elder and board
member of First Christian Church
of Murray for over 40 years; on
Board of Zoning for the City of
Murray for 12 years; and was a
charter member of Murray Country Club.
Born Aug. 30, 1921, in Ballard
County, he was the son of the
late Harper Titsworth and Cliffe
Turner Titsworth.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Blanche Cheatham Titsworth, to whom he was married
on May 6, 1944; two daughters,
Mrs. Anne T. Bennett and husband, John, Riverside, Calif., and
Ms. Ruth T. Pickens, Murray;
one son, Dr. Steven Howard
Tinsworth and wife, Barbara,
Bradenton, Fla.; nine grandchildren, Christen Tinsworth, Nash-

Mrs. Crystel Adams, 89, Mayfield, died Wednesday, March 1,
1995, at 10 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired employee of Curle,e Clothing Company, she was a member of First Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
-Her husband, Noble Adams, one sister, Mrs. Annette Yates, and
three brothers, John Lee Dick, Leon Dick and Lois Dick, preceded her
in death. Born Dec. 23, 1905, she was the daughter of the late J.W.
Dick and Minnie Luter Dick.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Patricia Holt and husband,
Bill, Rt. 7, Murray; one son, Algene Adams and wife, Sandy, Colfax,
Wash.; two sisters, Mrs. Daphyn Bruce and Mrs. Manon Story, Mayfield; three brothers, Denis Dick and Clyde Dick, Mayfield, and Karl
Dick, Houston, Texas; seven grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Veazey will officiate. Burial will follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
• Friends may call at the funeral home after 12:30 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian Church
of Mayfield, P.O. Box 435, Mayfield, KY 42066.

Mrs. Mollie B. Rodgers
The funeral for Mrs. Mollie B. Itodgers will be Friday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Richard Walker
will officiate. Burial will follow in Rosemont Cemetery, Benton, Ark.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Expressions of smypathy may take'the form of donations to Amazon Mission Organization (AMOR), P.O. Box 208, Murray, KY
42071.
Mrs. Rodgers, 84. Rt. 4, Murray, died Wednesday, March 1, 1995,
at
a.m. at Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Willie C. Rodgers, and
one son, William Rodgers. Born July 14, 1910, in Benton, Ark., she
was the daughter of the late George Henthorne and Lou Lancaster
Henthorne.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bea Walker and husband, Dr.
Richard, Rt. 4, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Audrey Pettus and Mrs.
Agnes Lucas, and one brother, Carl Henthorne, all of Benton, Ark.;
four grandchildren, Mrs. Phyllis Smith, Crossville, Tenn., Mrs. Linda
Monk, Pine Bluff, Ark., Winston Walker, Manaus, Brazil, and Boyd
Walker, Murray; nine great-grandchildren, Mollie Smith, Will Smith,
Callie Smith, Richard Walker II, Patricia Walker, William Walker,
Phillip Walker, Matthew Walker, and Samuel Walker.

Man pleads
guilty to theft
of underwear

Calvin C. Rose
Funeral rites for Calvin C. Rose will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Waid Copeland
will officiate. Burial will follow in York Cemetery.
Mr. Rose, 70, Benton, died Tuesday, Feb. 28, 1995, at 3:12 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired electrician, he was a veteran of World War II, and a member of Disabled American Veterans and Pleasant Valley Baptist
Church.
One daughter, Darlene Rose, three brothers, and his parents, Marion
Rose and Simmie Gamble Rose, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Norma Rose; three daughters, Mrs.
Dana Lovett and Ms. Marion Rose, Aurora, and Mrs. Pat Chambers,
Benton; three sons, Jerry Rose, Smithland, Ronald Wayne Rose, Benton, and Mitchell Rose, Aurora; two sisters, Mrs. Genella Staples and
Mrs. Ancel, Benton; seven grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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YERS umber Co.

500 South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450

Most powerful 12V
CORDLESS DRILL w/
Dual Range V.S. 0-350
& 0-1,000 RPM, 2 Batt.
Kit, 230 in. lbs. torque.
67715/9853S (0-1)

TA" CIRCULAR SAW
w/ magnesium base,
10.25 lbs., 15 amp, 48
degree & 98 degree
cuts, 10' cord, ball bearing construction.
43858/347 (0-1)

Stop By Myers Lumber
for more information on

FORTIN
+CABLE
Power Tools

DRYWALL CUTOUT
5.6 amps, AC/DC, 30,000
RPM, cuts both drywall &
paneling,-100% sealed bait
bearings, spindle lock.
43850/7399 (0-1)

VS ALL PURPOSE TIGER SAW° KIT,
8 amp,AC only, variable speed switch 0-2_600
SPM, 1'/6" stroke, switch for orbit (wood) 8
recip (metal), 100% ball-&-needie bearings.
pivoting front shoe.
19872/9637 (0-1)
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Melody Parker
Miss,Spring 1995
will be featured in the Murray Ledger & Times
annual special edition "Miss Spring" to
be published Tuesday, March 21.
Don't miss the opportunity to advertise your
business in this special issue. Call any of our
advertising sales representatives before March 14. 1995.
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BARGAIN BASEMENT
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Find out how
Shelters
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.

Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith, Jenntfer Hale
qf Lori Andrus.

4

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
,ttal Murray, KY 42071
(602) 753.3366

2.

Corn-Austin's

CEDARVILLE, Ohio (AP) —
Underwear? Over there.
' Police have finally figured out
what happened to all the underwear that has been disappearing
since last spring from the laundry
room at a Cedarville College dormitory and the town's only coinoperated laundry. Acting on a tip, police searched the apartment of Daniel
Richard Meeder and found 257
pairs of panties, three bras and
three slips.
Meeder, a former Cedarville
College student, pleaded guilty
Wednesday to misdemeanor theft.
"He admitted right off the bat
to stealing the underwear,"
Police Chief Keith Stigers said.
Meeder told police he did it for
"kicks."
Meeder, 25, was referred to the
probation department for a presentence investigation. The maximum penalty is six months in jail
and a $1,000 fine.

HOG MARKET
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vine, Tenn., Summer Tinsworth,
Lexington, Josh Bennett and Elizabeth Bennett. Riverside, Calif..
Ryan B. Pickens and Anne B.
Pickens, Murray, and John Tinsworth, Andrew Mobley and Jan
Mobley, Bradenton, Fla.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
David C. Roos will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 P.m. Friday.
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